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COOPERATIVE DEVELOPMENTAL ENERGY PROJECT: PHASE I

FINAL REPORT

Introtuction

Tennessee State University (TSU) entered into a

contractual agreement with the"U.S. Department of Energy

(DOE) in August 1983 to develop a plan of action for

-enhancing employment and career mobility of minorities in

the energy industry. This report. summarizes the findings

and describes the activities. that took place during Phase 1-

of the project from August 1983 to July 1984. It provides

an assessment' of the various alternatives to pursue in order

to meet the project's goal. The report concludes with a set

4 of proposed activities for Phase II.

The contract With the sponsor specifies several task to

. be completed during Phase I. The identification of data

about the industry and it implications (Task 2) are

provided -in Appendix I and Appendix The batriers to
4

minority-employment are. discussed starting on page S and in

Appendix III (Task 3). An assessment of the financial
., .-

requirement (Task 3(b)) starts. page 14. Networking

iv ,. principles ,(Task 3(c))are prop ed on pages 10-12. Tasks

3(d) and 3(e) are dealt with in. pages 13-17. Task 4 is

present in the University's plan of a* tion for next year,

1\

b-

beginning on page 17.
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ti
Organization of the Project and General Approach

The project was administr4
.

tivedy e within the
.,

-b.

Division of Continuing Education,, Extension,
,
'and Public
-v.

Service at TSU for several reasons. First., the-DiyiSion had

previously conducted' energy workshops rati ielachers and was

'recognized as a location for energy-related eddeational

activities involving, ioc41 and state agencies, as well as

various segments of the energy industry. Second, the

project .clearly. falls in line with the public service

mission. of the University, making the Division a natural

manager for such activity. Third, the University avoided

the undesirable possibility that the project would be

identified with any single academic discipline or school..,

The placement of the. project within the Division . of

Continuing Education allowed easier access to) funding

opportunitiesandindustrycontactsforall_the academic

schols rand their administrative sub-units. The Division

provided the project with administrative support and the

organizational expertise needed for planning the Energy

Career_Symposium; cv&

At the earliest stage of its development, this projeCt

involved all the organizations and the,publics that might be

influenced by planned activities. The President of the

University appointed a Steering Committee to serve in an
. u

4 -

advisory capacity and to provide 'a liaiscp between the

project and other organizations. The Committee was chaired
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by the Tennessee Commissioner of Labor and,it included the

state's e:Puty Commisio4er of. Employment Security4,- the

state Director of High Technology. Development, the 'Deputy

'Commissioner of Economic and Community Development', the' vice

presid'ents-.of the local gas and electric utilities,-- the

regional dillOtok.'of Shell Oil -Co., the district,

administrator for TVA, the mayor's assistant for minority-

and small business, a former aiActo the may-or in the area

of community and neighborhood affairo and. the . immediate

past-president of, the lotkal chapter oftke NAACP. Each of

those members contributed individually, as well as through

participation in the Steering Committee, to the development

and implementation of the first phase of the project.

Members_ ok the Committee reviewed the pLans.for the project

and participated in group discus ions to identify,-the most

promising- avenues for action. In ad,tion, each member

facilitated access to ther individuals, groups,. or
I e.

organizations for support a ?d cooperation. Members made

valuable suggestions and provided impOftant feedback to the

project 'director. The state's Legislative BlaCk Caucus

endorsed the general approach and puipose of the prbject in

a resolution at its annual retreat in Chattanooga in the
1

fall of 1983. Though syfnbolic in nature, thearly support.

of, this body, as well as the support of some prominant

leaders of the black community in Nashville, helped o

establish the credibility of-the effort.
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As a result of the discussions with the Steering

Committee and the Office of Minority Impact . at the

Department of Energy, the major thrust of Phase I evolved

around two major efforts:

I

1. Identlecation of the main reasons for low .level of

minority employment in \the energy industry and the

possible ways to deal with each of them.

Z. Inv° ent of faculty and students in

energy-related research or training in cooperation with

the ilidustry. -*

To facilitate the different activities under the two .40

efforts, the project ,director commissioned two,studies. One

identified the re4pOrit data about employment in

professional and ma0igemeilt occupations in energy-related'

industries (attached as Appendix I and Appendix II). The

second study concentrated on obstacles to the promotion of

women and minorities in energy-related indgAtries (Appendix

III). These two research activities developed in-house

expertise and first-hand knowledge among the faculty. This

expertise was later used to facilitate the roundtable

.

discussions during a .symposium .on minority careers in
0

energy. This symposilum was organized to.meet the project's

first task of identifying the reasons for low minority

employment in the managerial and professional ranks in the

energy industry and the possible ways of dealing with each

of them. To fulfill the second task of increasing

1.0

4

A
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involvement by TSU faculty and students in energy-related

resear h and training, .a series Of discussions were

inititated. University officials distussed the development

of a proRosal for enhancing energy-related activitrts on

camp6s for students. In addition, negotiations were held

with officials of -energy-related companies to develop

agreents that would allow students and faculty to pursue

internships, reseatch, and training opportunities with those

companies. ,The different activities under the two .,efforts
40"' .1

shaped ethe work plan for .the second 'phase, as` will be

4 discus'sed in more detail below..

11r19ElLy Careers in Energy Symposium: Barriers to .Minority

Employment

On Friday February 24, 1984 more than two hundred

individuals gathered at the Downtown Campus of TSU to

'explore the reasons for lowjevels of minotity employment in

the energy industry and to find out what canbe done to

overcome those obstacles and how universities can actively

improve the. situation. The .confetence allowed community

leaders and TSU students to find out what kinds of careers-

and employment are available or maybe.available.in the

future in the main sectors of the .energy industry: gas,

oil, coal, "vand electric power. The national trade

associations 'sent representatives that gave participants, a

birds-eye view of where each sector of the industry is and

' an assessment of future developments in employment and
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career mobility. Community leaders, university officials,

and students were able to find out where the jobs are , what

kind of preparation is needed to qualify for such jobs, the

prKedure's far job application, and the appropriate

addresses ' for 'contacting prospective employers.

Enew-related companies set up corporate displays

describing their different commerciapi activities and

and general employment programs. _Corporate representatiVes

were on hand to answer questions/ and provide_ other

rnformaiion. The symposium provided the representatives of

the industry with a neutral fiprum in which to discuss with

community, leaders, students, and faculty the obstacles to

greater minority employment in energy. Participants joined

one of four discussion groups representing the four main

energy sectors--gas, oil, coal; and electricity. Each

discussion group was organized as a round table with a .

faculty member from TSU as a moderator. All four groups

focused on the same discussion questions -- What are the
9

obstacles to minority employment? What can be 'done to
,

overcome those obstacles? How can TSU and other

4
universities assist in creating change?

In most cases, the discussions confirmed that most

students and community leaders were not aware of the various

skills needed in .the different sectors of the, 'energy

industry. There %is a general lack of adequate information
4110

about the kinds of jobs available. In fatt, the..

1 2
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participants' were not aware of the most-salient occupations

imeachsegilmitof,the -indWry. The main obstacle to

minority employment, thekefore, seems.'to be this laCk of

information about, career -opportunities in the energy

,industry .and of the basic skills necessary to prepare for

them.-

Many minorities lack the particular skills needed to

qualify for jobs in the energy industry. While this second

obstacle is not completely independent of-the first one, it

may mean that even when minorities become aware of a

possible career in energy, they- cannot qualify for the
o.

. positions. There is cle a need to offer opportunities

,.for skills development to, ter ...e,prepare minorities for

employment.

4

Since minorities were not traditionally employed in

various occupations in the past due to illegal

discrimination in 'employment .or education, there is no

-conceptual background which may lead to an interest in

learning about the kinds of careers that may be available in

the energy industry or for preparing for them. There is

very little involvement of minorities in the coal industry,

fort example, where sons usually follow ,in the 'footsteps of

their fathers, brothers, uncles and cousins into the mines.

'Minorities have no cultural tradition to..follaw in this

field, which presents a third.obstacle for them.

13
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Low turhover of employees with utility companies forms

a fourth obstacle. Only a few new employees are hired each

year. Even fewer minorities are being hired each year. The

projected growth in energy use will not result in a

proportionate groWth in the labor force. Moreover, when an

I. opening. occurs, the utility companies tend to hire new

-'

employees through the labor union either from habit or

because of a contractual obligation. In addition, whelk)

vacancies occur-due to retirement Or.transfer, hiring from

within and upgrading the skills of those who are already

employed further reduces the chances of minorities to start

a professional career. Minorities usually enter the

corporate ladder only at the bottom rung, even though they
c

may have the formal education, the skills, and theminimum

eAlberience required for filling higher-level positions.

Cooperative -.programs between -historically- black

colleges and universities and the energy industry are rare.

Such joint efforts in the area of research and training and

the regular exchange of. personnel was identified as an

important factor in creating' student interest.in particular

careers. The inaccessibility of cooperative programs for

minority students forms the °fifth obstacle toL minority

employment in 'the energy industry. In addition, because

such prOgrams are rare, the academic planning of such

institutions does not involve specific consideration of the

knowledge mid manpower needs of the energy industry . There

is no concerted effort to advise. students and to provide the
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kind of courses that can prepare them for employment in the

energy industry.

MM.

'High school teacherS and guidance counselors also lack

an awart. 3SS of energy-related careers. They cannot provide

adequate career adv.ising.prior to the college level. This

sixth..obstacle prevents students from pursuing the training.

or college education necessarx for management and

professional jobs in energy..'

Minority students are not well prepared with job search ,

skills. They do not know how to request applications, how

to fill them out, how'to write a job resume, or how to

prepare for a job interview. Minority applicants may fail

to impress a prospective employer with what they can

contribute to the organization, even when well qualified,

presenting a seventh obstacle to employment.

The eighth obstacle is that most. of the industry

remains unaware of the existence of obstacles for minbrities

and they fail to initiate programs to change or to remove

them. Many companies wait for the qualified minority

applicant to come knocking on the door but may do little to %

encourage brightyoung people to prepare for such careers.

False or unrealistic expectations about the nature of

employment in the energy industry forms a ninth obstacle..

Some new recruits exitI, to become high level executives

overnight or assume that most of the work'is done in the

office. They have no realistic view of the nature of the '4

15
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.work they have been hirg to do. Some university graduates

do not expect jobs that involve fieldwork, odd hOurs, or

.Thysical .strain. They may not stay long enough with a

company to get promotions and to develop a career -if t4eir

e2pectations are .inconsistent with the reality of the
ab

initial experience.

Because only a small number ofminorities are employed.

by the energy industry at present, it is difficult for

minority applicants to use the ,sponsoring or networking

techniques possible in other fields. The lack of good

personal and professional connections then is a tenth

obstacle.
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loward a Plan of-Action: What can be done to deal with

obstk4es 1.A minority employment?

Participants -in- the symposium And inters. of the

,steering committee identified several progising alternatives

to deal with some of these obstacles, but likely

to change overnight: A ,systematic' effort,

involving all the concerned parties -- governmental

agencies, the industry, the community, and the' educational

System -- may generate a change in the desired direction.

Several of the obstacles to minority employment in the.

energy industry result from insufficient knowledge about the

employment opportunities available or from inadequate

preparation for such work-. Clearly, students and faculty

need activities to inform them about the various jobs and

the necessary skills to prepare for such jobs. Since in

many cases in is too late to start such preparations in

college, special efforts should be made to assist high

school students and counselors realize the nature of the

available careers in energy and the necessary courses that

should be taken' to qualify for them.

Cooperative education arrangements, field projects, and

internships for students while they are gtill in school

could overcome the problems of unrealistic 'expectations of

k jobs and the lack of connections and sponsorship withins,he

industry. Such activities may .provide ,minority lttudents

with a better feel for the. different employment
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c

opportunities in energy, as well as with the necessary

references and condections helpful in job placement. While

the University cannot directly effect this need for early

experiences, it can.promote the idea through various other

.programs at the University which involve elementary and

secondary teachers, principals, and superintendants: In

addition, it can provide special weekend and summer
4 ninstitute programs in science and mathematical areas foi

aspiring elementary and high school students.

Joint projects involving members of the industry and .

university professors may facilitate the necessary dialogue P

between historically black universities and the industry to

influence academic planning in order to meet the industry's

manpower and research needs.. Such efforts would better

disseminate infortation .about' the industry, generate

interest among students to consider employment in this

sector, and identify promising candidates for employment,

This interaction between qie University and the energy

industry should be carried out on',a continuing bais to

maximize the potential of institutionalizing energy - related .

research and training as a "regular" activity on campus.

de.

The industry puld make a concentrated effoit to

identify new areas or occupations where manpower shortages

or needs may be expected. The industry should reach out to

work with historically black universities in developing

appropriate curriculum and career counseling to prepare

minority students for employment in the field. Joint

18
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efforts,may prove to be -beneficial to the industry, the

community, and academia in such projects as environmental

. protection technology, so'

.5

Historically black universities should make,'an attempt

to promote and coordinate energy education activities ..on

campus to encourage botli faculty and students to develop an

interest in this industry. The Energy Career Symposium

*servek as an example of this type 'of promotional activity.

The University should conduct regular workshops on the

preparation of vitas, the completing of employment

applications , and the communication skills needed for
4

successful interviews. Stich trainipg Aay be offered as a

p ublic service to minority applicants, regardless of whether

. they are enrolled in the Univ4sity in order to increase

minority presence at all levels of employment. Such efforts

may be conducted in cooperation with state and local
v

agencies- that deal with employment and community

development.

The industry should develop adequate procedures for

using the services of the state's Office of Employment

Security to identify the most promising candidates to fill

vacancies on the basis of tests or other.prgfewional

assessments to insure that the person will stay, with the

company and have a successful career.

19

ti
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7

Assessment of.Financial Requirements

Since it is unrealistic to expect that minority

students will- be able to pull themselves up b' their own

bootsttaps to overcome most of the barriers identified in

this report and the-attached appendices, the responsibility

fair mobilizing the necessary resources to overcome such

barriers must Jay with the government aid the induitry.

Cooperative action of government and industry will provide

-adequate funding to facilitate increased minority -employment_

in the energy field. A plan of action which does not

involve meaningful contributions by the industry from its

inception is not likely tdMisurvive lbng nor would- such a

program ever become independent of major assistance from

local, state, and federal sources industry is ma

likely. to make radical changes' in its funding practices

before seeing tangible proof that the proposed plan of

action is capable of producing the desired results.

In Phase II, industry should be ready to come forward

with some resources to faciliteitOrarious components of the

proposed plan whiles the government agency continues to

support the plan as it is gathering momentum.iThis is the

approath explaued by Mr. Isiah Sewell from DOE at a

meeting with the Steering Committee in January 1984 (minutes

of the meeting are attached as Appendix IV). In each

arrangement with industry, the major costs will be

underwritten by the industry. For example, in the

1

20
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Internship experiences, the sponsor will pay interns a:

meaningful salary for their efforts, with a possible

marginal supplement for a direct subsidy to the sponsor)

from government sources, not exceeeding 25% of the total

package for the student. This would prevent the

unacceptablefpractice of using minority students as a source

of cheap labor and would demonstrate the worth of the

sponsor's contribution.

,
. In addition to the necessary funds for, developing and

operating an on -going program of internships and field

experienceS''for minority students,.funds. are necessary to

develop the energy-related capacity of research teaching an
k e

training on campus. The initial krk s of government and

industry seem to be reversed in this area. Industry may

hesitate approachinglan/historically black university with a

proposal

of the

for a serious research or training project if most
.

,...-----,-----..\ j

expertise, experience, or itechniczqphysical
4 /4' .

conditions for carrying it out are not already in place.

While industry can and should be expected to provide or the

NJ
variable cost of individual.projec4t the start-up colt for,

creating the necessary conditions for)search 'need to come

from government sources'.)

The proposed plan of action for next year dutlineA

several possibiritie for developing -"t.,e necessary,

energy-related research and development apacity on campus

to gradually reduce the Universi y's dependency_ on

government sourls as this capacity grows. By providing

21
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faculty members w1th opportunities to conduct energy-iielated

research in general; and with the proposed center for

testing.energy manageMent devices in particular, the plan of

action will develop the research tools and expedience

necessary to attract independent projects later.

N. ,016r

In each proposal for ah individual project Phase'II,
1

there is a request for funding from both government-an..
4

industry sources': In addition, the budget request outlines

. 'the\ funds needed to keep the momentum of planning the,

organizational capacity already in place. University

bfficials view
4

the January 184 m

s as more than a short-term project. At

ting,Mr.. Sewell inditated that the

Department of Envgy would lencorage TSU to look for

long-ra projects which industry and the University could
.1111, 4

develop 'together. His statements are reported in the

No
approved minutes (Appendix IV). Thepefore, the proposed

budget reflects the expectation that both thq University and

, the Department of Enelgy will increase the contributions to.

this effort to ensure'its success in the long-run.

t

I

22
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COOPERATIVE DEVELOPMENTAL ENERGY, PROJECT: PHASE II

PLAN OF ACTION

General Overviiw

On the basis of the findings of Phase I as reported

earlier and in the attached appendices the prospect for a

dramatic growth in the 'number of minorities that are
411

employed in professional and manaierij1 capacities in the
A

energy industry is nott good. The, proposed plan, therefore,

is An effort to take advantage of the existing opportunity

of moderate growth, as well as to make a concentrated effort

to increase and expand the opportunities for the future. An

important' consideration in 4veloping this plan is the

desire to prevent, as' much as possible, that too many

students will be trained for and led to believe that there

are readily available ,careers for them, while in fact the
Nk.

number is citiiie limited and competitive. The University is

deliberately avoiding the temiAaAon of proposing a program

that involves more students than the current and projected

labor market in energy can absorb. The plan emphasizes the

need, to involve minority students in internships that

present meaningful and direct technologically-re'

experiences which will add;to their academic studies. This

program will concentrate its efforts and available resources

to groom those very promising individuals for those

poisitions ,where, they are most likely to have a successful

career as professionals or administrators ip the energy

23
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industry. This piogram will build upbn opportuni 'es where'.

there are existing cooperative education agreeients. between

the university and private corporations administered through .

the student affairs division of the University. The

proposed plan will also develop new cooperative internships

and work experiences where none exist or provide for

additional efforts with those companies *currently

cooperating with the University.

Although the target population for this plan consists

of all TSU st ents, only a selected subgroup of students

4 are likely to involved and to benefit directly from all

the activities that will be carried out under this plan.

1. Job Fairs and Career Symposiums providing information about

employment in the industry and meetings, with representatives

of or presentations by different companies will be organized

to be open to all students. Participation in the internship

and work experience programs, advisement about the selection

and special activities, however,
41'1'

will be based upon competition between those students who

show an early interest and a promising academic potential in

energy-related careers...

The plan consists of three major components: 1)

activities which are geared to foster adequate preparation

through academic studies that may lead to internships and

employment in the energy industry;. 2) development of the

research and training capacity, of faculty members of the

University; 3) special services for very promising students
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put them in touch with prospective employers, advise them

about course selection, and prod& employment workshops to

coach them in preparation fot job iriterviews, ,vita

preparatibn, and other techniques for finding jobs. All
A

students of the University will be invited to take advantage

of. employment workshops. Thg University considers these

three independent tompinents to be mutually supportive. The

proposed approach will establish training and education for

careers in the energy industrynas a dynamic and on -going

part of the mission of Tennessee State University.

-

The plan provides the tentative dates for the beginning

and endif each activity for which resources are assured if

Phase II of this project is partially supported by funding

from DOE. The expected funds from DOE will be used as seed

money to mobilize other resources on and off campus from the

University and industry. We have already secured

commitments for in-kind services, i.e. provision of

personnel for training and workshops, rticulat resource

materials, the use of company/agency facilitie donations

to the TSU Foundation, student internshipS, and faculty

research oppportunities. Tennessee State University, ,has

also committed in-kind Supportas indicated on the proposed

budget. Letters attesting to the commitment of these

resources and in-kind services by the energy companies and

endorsing the Phase II activities described in this plan are

attached separately from this re ort.
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Plans and*Proposed Activities for 1984/85,Academic.Year

The following are objectives for Phase II of the cooperative

program:

1. To estabAsh the Center for 'Energy EducatiOn and

Development at the University. The missions of this unit

will be:

a. To develop new activities and programs to improve

the preparation of enrolled students for careers in

energy-related occupations.

b. To' increase the awareness of students and

prospective "students of the different careers in

energy.

c. To develop cooperative efforts with the energy

industry to train minority students for employment in

the. industry.
4,

d. To enhance and facilitate the involvement of

faculty and students in energy-related resqprch and

development activities.

e. To coordinate and implement programs to serve the

community on the different economic, scientific, and

technological. aspects of energy production,

distribution, consumption, conservation, safety, and

environmental impacts.
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f. To develop a network of contacts for` continuous

'dialogue with governmental .agencies and.. other

organizations to retrieve information on opportunities

for energy-related training and research. This

includes, but 'is not limited to, membership in Oak

Ridge Associate ..Universities,. and a two-way

communication with the various ilatiodal laboratories

and NASA on joint research and development projects.

The full proposal for the Center for Energy Education

and' Development which has been presented to.t4e University

is attached as Appendix V. It is .expected that major

support for the Center's activities during the first :year of

operation will come through a grant from the U.S.

Department of Energy. Supplementary funds will be Vai,sed

from the industry and other public agencies includi4

Tennessee Valley Authority.(TVA). The Center will.Seek its

own resources from the industry, TVA, and various federal

and ' state agencies. to carry out specific projects. As an

expression of the _University's commitment to energy

education, TSU will gUarantee a minimum level.,of support,

while additional outsidi support is sought, as geed money to

create, the necessary conditions for developinw exteriial

resources, Such support will be provided. 4n terms of

release time for the Center's director, office space, and

administrative support.

re

4,
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2. To 'develop cooperative agreements with Nashville

Electric :Service, Nashville Gas Co., TVA, Shell Oil Co.,

Gulf Oil Co., Peabody Coal Co., and Oak Ridge National

Lal3oratory. for student placement to allow minority

students to acquire experience that may help them to obtain

subsequent employment in the energy induStry. This activity

is part of a wider effort to identify promising students and
4
to interest them in the pursuit of professional careers in

energy. A position paper that will be used to write a

specific grant proposal for this project'is attached as

Appendix Vt.

3. To facilitate the creation of the Energy Training

Consortium of Middle Tennessee. This -cconsortium will

consist of the energy-related companies in the region and

will be supported through the Cent':. for Energy Education

and Development. The Consortium will allow participants to

pull their resources together to provide a more flexible

schedule of training activities. The consortium will enable

the participating organizations to send their employees to

participate in training activities on the TSU campus, when

such training deals with common issues such as supervision,

human relations, and other basic skills. Through such

cooperation, the companies will avoid the need to pull out

of the regular work schedule enough employees to.make their

own independent training efforts cost-effective. Through

the consortium, employees of . one company may also

participate in the in-house training and development

28
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r.
activities of another company. In addition, the training

.

director for each of the participating consortium members

will. make an effort to accommodate a -selected group of

students from TSU in training activities. Such students

will be identified bythe Center for Energy Education and

Development for their interest in the pursuit of a career in

the energy industry. Participation in such training will

better prepare them for internships and subsequent-

employment.' A summary of a preliminary consortium planning

meeting, held in July 1984, is attached as Appendix VII.

4. To provide a comprehensive energy management. training

Institute series. In cooperation with TVA, TSU will develop

and offer institutes for physical-plant/maintenance managers

and future'energy conservation officers for institutions and

organizations.. Using TSU faculty and technidal assistance

from TVA, the institutes will train participanfs'to conduct

energy audits and to d6velop energy management plans. The

cost of the traini g will be subsidized by direct grants

fromqVA and DOE to TS The participating organizations

and utilities will also pay fees for the training.

O.

29
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5. To conduct a feasibility study for establishing an

independent testing 'facility to assess energy management

devices. The study will include an in-depth needs

assessment for , such , independent testing, a

cost effectiveness study of the proposed approtith, and

-prognosis of the necessary conditions for becoming a

self-sufficipnt activity. A-concept paper on the testing
....

facility is attached as Appendix VIII.

(

6. To conduct a study, in cooperation with TVA, to examine

the feasibility of an energy recovery project on the TSU

ca us for recycling paper, cans, and other reusable

materials that are being discarded.' Students would operate

the project under supervision oFthe University. Proceeds

from the operation would fund student activities while

netting the University savings on the costs of campus

up-keep. , The University has also begun to involve Battelle

Co., manufacturer of recycling machinery, in this study.

7. To conduct a workshop series on wood he'ating saf6ty in

cooperation with TVA. The workshop series willl be offered

to home owners, real-estate dealers, insurance tints and

11111;'

builders. Technical expe will be ided by TSU

facUlty, TVA, the wood industr , and manufacturers of wood

heaters. These workshops will also provide an opportunity

to explore further cooperative agreemen0 for student

internships, faculty research, and training.
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8. .To conduct an annual' energy careers seminar series. for

ISU students to'familiarize them with-the different careers

that ma* be available in the energy industry and the kind of

courses they need to take to prepare for them. The seminar

series will beheld in cooperation with various corporate

representatives from the energy industry.

9. To facilitate proposals from faCulty members to conduct

.energy-related research in cooperation with Oak-Ridge

National Lab., TVA research facilities, and other private

and public organizations.

4
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SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES FOR 1984/85

NOTE: Commitment and support for these activities has been secured,
providing that the contract between TSU and DOE for administration of Phase
II is approved for continuation by august 10, 1984.

ACTIVITY START END PERSONNEL TARGET GROUP RESOl91S

1 Aug 84- Sep 84 Director University officials DOE
,

Staff TSU

Processing of -contract, setting of accounts,
establishment of Center for Energy Education and
Development. Cost included in overhead.

2 Sep 847 Sep 84 Director Deans and DOE
-Staff Department Heads TSU

Presentation of plan is for the year and calendar
clearing with each school and departments Cost
included in overhead. ,

fi

3 Sep 84- Nov 84 'director Physical Plant DOE
Staff a employees from TSU TSU dr
Faculty and other institutions TVA
TVA Participants

.A week-long Energy Management Seminar for employees.
of minority institutions and minority employees.
Participants will learn how to conduct energy audits.
for institutions (states, hospitals, office
buildings, schools, and universities). Participants
will develop an energy management plan and calculate.
costs undef different contingencies. Idstruction
will be provided by TVA and TSU faculty members with
minimal use of consultants. Participants will be
awarded certificates and continuing education
credits. Number of participants will be limited to
25. TVA will provide materials and most of the
instruction. TVA will encourage institutional
consumers in the valley area to send participants.
The decision whether to hold a second seminar in the
fall of 1984 will be made on the basis of the
registration at the first. Format, content, and
ceiling on number of participants will be evaluated
before offering the seminar to a second group.

.
32
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Sep 84- Jan 85 Director TSU faculty DOE
ORAU
TSU

Faculty applicationS for summer and sabbatical
appointment at- DOE facilities; meeting with Oak
Ridge Laboratory representatives and site visits as
necessary.

Sep 84- Jan 85 Director TSU students DOE
TSU
ORAU

Proposal and applications for internships for
graduate and undergraduate students in one-of DOE's
Energy Technology-Centers, following a seminar. with
Dr. Wiesehuegel from ORAU.

Sep 84- Dec 84 Director Wood users DOE
Staff Insurance_ Agents TSU
TVA Builders TVA

.. . e Real estate Agents Industry

Sep 84- Dec

Jan 857 Mar 8

Weekend WorkShop(s) on woodheater use, ety,
maintenance, and installation in cooperat n with
the forestry industry and the, Tennessee Department
of Conservation. Wor ,shop may be repeated if

enrollment exceeds 30. TSU faculty will attend
workshop to develop institutional capacity to offer
it in the future and to develop contacts for further
educational and development opportunities. TVA and
the industry will provide the materials and
iussructors.

Director
Faculty

Minority high school DOE
students TSU

Shell Oil

Four Weekend 'Workshops to a selected group of
minority high school students ipvolving hands-on lab
experiments and lectures in careers in energy and
the necessary _background skills (for admission tO
.programs in engineering, chemistry, physics,
computer science and biology. Student projects will
be used for science fairs in the schools and by TSU
recruiting teams. One series of workshops will be
offered in .the fall and one during the winter.
Total, number of students to be involved will be
between 30 and 40. Shell Oil Company is eXpected to

33.
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give the Universtiy $2,000 to cover the cost of
materials and extra service compensation to faculty.

Jan 85- Mar 85 Director Minority students DOE
TVA / NES at TSU TSU
Nashville Gas Gulf Oil
Peabody Coal
Shell Oil Co.
Gulf Oil Co.
Phillips 66
United Cities Gas
Kayo Oil Co.
Student Development
University College
Oak Ridge LaboratoTy

Orientation sessions and overview of possible
careers with these companies; necessary skills and
preparation required; internships and summer job
information and interviews; employment interviews.
While the various representatives will visit campus
on other, occasions, this conference-Will be held
early in the semester for all interested students.
Expected participation will be around 500. While
each company will take care of its own expenses,
Gulf Oil has given the University $500 to cover the
cost of a light meal for the conference
participants.

.9 Jan Mar 85 Direttor. TSU faculty DOE
TVA / NES TSU
Nashville Gas
Peabody Coal
Shell Oil. Co. .

GUlf Oil Co.
Phillips 66
University College'
Engineering School
School of Business
Oak Ridge Laboratory

Faculty meetings with industry representatives tb

discuss course .offerings and necessary courses to
prepare for employment with those companies and
other energy-related companies. Some faculty
members will also be invited to visit Oak Ridge
National, Laboratory.

e
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10 Sep 84- Mar.85 'Director TSU students DOE
Student Development TSU
Employment Security Employment

Security

Page 29

Employment workshops to teach students to prepare
job applications, vitas, and to perform well in job
interviews.

11 Oct 84- Mar 85 Director Energy Interns DOE
TSU

Identification of minority students with an interest
in energy-related careers. Seminars on career
planning and meetings with industry representatives.
This group will consist of 10-20 selected students.

12 Sep 84- May 85 Director TSU faculty DOE
and students TSU

ORAU

Aspects of Energy Research and Employment Seminars
utilizing'ORAU's Traveling Lecture Series. 'Seminars
will focus on areas of interest to students and
faculty who wish to apply for training or research
appointments with DOE.

13 Mar-85- Apr 85 Director . Energy Interns, DOE
Faculty _dr TSU
Sponsor representatives

A

Selection of interns for summer employment with
different, sponsors. . Selection will be done by a
committee that includes the sponsors'
representatives.

14 May 85- Aug 85 Director. Energy Interns DOE
Faculty TSU
Sponsors Sponsors

Twelve-week internship experiqnces for a group of 10
students. Interns will report on their internship
experience and submit a seminar paper to earn
academic credit in their disciplines. . Stipends to
students include cost of tuition and
subsidy/supplement payment which will differ
according to the arrangements with each sponsor.



( 15 Sep 84- _Aug 85 Director Energy Interns
Energy Training
,Consortium

Page 30

DOE
TSU
Energy
Training
CoaSortium.

participate-0n the
consortium and its

Interns will be invited to
training activities of the
members.

lb Sep 84- Nov 85 Director Energy Interns
Staff
Dr, Henry Taylor,

,DOE
.TSU
USDA

Meeting(s) with officia4 from rural electric
companies and cooperatives to explore new internship
opportunities. Dr. Henry Taylor of the USDA' Rural
Electrification project will pay Jiis own travel
expenses from Washington, D.C. CoMpany officials
will pay their own expenses to attefd.

17 Sep 84- Aug 85 Director

r

TSU faculty DOE
TSU

Follow-up on research proposals and projects
. submitted to DOE, TVA, Shell Oil Co., Battelle Co.,

and develop new proposals. Proposals currently
pending include:

1. Energy Management Test Center (DOE;TVA)
2. Pdlymer Research (DOE)
3. .Energy Recovery from waste (DOE, TVA, Battelle/

Northwest Laboratory) 0

'4. Energy Recovery from 'campus solid waste (DOE,
TVA

5. Underground leaks.from gasoline storage tanks
(Shell Oil)

6. Institutional use of solar energy:
demonstration project (TVA)

7. Faculty. exchange (TVA, Oak Ridge and Northwest
National Labs)
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This paper is based on a research that was conducted
for the Energy Education stitute of Tennessee State
University with partial sup ort from the Office of
Minority Impact/U.S. Depar ent of Energy. This paper
does not necessarily ref le the official position
or policies of the sponsors.
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Introduction

The analytical focus of this report is on employment. of professional
and management occupations in energy. and related industries in the-United
States and Tennessee. Data were colkected on the following areas:

11,

(1) Levels of output or activity in energy and related industries.
(2) Professional and managehlent occupations in energy and related

industries.
(3)" Energy research and development expenditures.

. Initially, the following energy-related industries were identified, using
;73tandardIndustrial Classif -Eation (SIC) Codes:

Coal mining (SIC 11-12
Oil and gas extraction (SIC 13)
Nuclear power (SIC 1094, 2019)
Electricity generation (SIC 491)
Natural'gas (SIC 1311, 4922, 4923)
Petroleum (SIC 291)
Pipelines (SIC 4p4
Manufacture of selected durable products for electric companies

(SIC 3443, 3511, 3612)
Heavy construction oy utilities.. and integrated petroleum companies

(SIC 1629)

These SIC Codes are described in greater detail in the AOpendix to*
this report.

".After an initial investigation, it was decided to exclude SIC 1629
(Heavy Construction, Except Highway and Street Construction). 'The reason
for this is as follows. SIC 1629 includes general contractors engaged
in the construction of at least 69 different. types of heavy projects
as well as projects not elsewhere classified in the SIC 16 group of
industries. Consequently, SIC 1629 is not useful for identifying just energy-
related construction.

The data collected were for,the most current year available and, where
readily available, projections were also included in the report. .Where
possible, data for both the United States and Tennessee were collected.
Since it was found that in most cases regional data were not readily
available, it was decided not to include any regional, data in'the report.

A major difficulty encountered during the project was obtaining-current
Mate data disaggregated td three and four digit SIC Codes. There are
several reasons fur this. First, disclosure problems often force the
reporting agency to suppress some data. Second, ,survey sampling problems
often result in the omission"' of data for some industries. Third, some
,Airvevs and censuses are not conducted annually. Finally, it would appear
that at least at the national level.budget reductions have resultad'in delays
in.data processing and eliminations of some publications.

1
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Overview

Table 1

Table 1 reports current energy production data for the United States
and Tennessee. Particularly significant is the capacity of U.S. refineries
(16.9 million barrels per day) compared to U.S. crude production (8.7 million
barrels per day) and .the riumber of idle refineries.

Table

As Table 2 indicates, the U.S. Depar=tment of Energy is forecasting an
increase in U.S. coal production7 during the 1980's and decreases in U.S.
petroleum and natural gas production during the 1980's.

Table 3

Over 90 percent of the planned capacity additions to U.S. electric
utilities during the rfemainder of the 1980's are either coal or nuclear.
In Tennessee, all planned additions are nuclear.

Tables 4 and 5

As Table 4 indicates, approximately 68.8 percent of Federal expenditures
for energy research and .development in fiscal year 1983 was for nuclear'
programs. Table 5, on the dther hand, indicates that the majority of private
industry energy research and development expenditures was for nonconventional
energy.

4h

Tabl.es 6 and 7

Tables 6 and 7 report the most current data available on selected
manufacturing statistics-in energy-related industries in the U.S. and
Tenneee. The reporting lag in the Tennessee data in Table7 is particularly
a problem beause of possible changes in energy- related industries during
the 1979-198 time frame. 14,

Tables El, 9, 10, and 11

These.tables Aport statistics regarding number of employees, number
of establishments, and payrolls for energy-related industries in the United
States and Tennessee. As Table 8 and Figure 1 indicate, the oil and gas
extraction industry (SIC 13) is a large employer among energy-related
industries-in the United States although the combined electric and gas
utilities industry (SIC 491' 4929,493) also employ a large number, of
.workers.

In analyzing the data on Tennessee reported in Tables 9 and 11 and.
Figures 2 and 3, it should be emphasized that the data on electric and gas
utilities do not include government employees. Since TVA and Tennessee
municipalities account for a great deal of the employment in this sector,
caution should be exercised in analyzing the Tennessee data.

BEST COPY
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Table 12

Table.12 is an industry-occupation matrix for selected energy-relMed
industries. The data for Figure 4 were derived by multiplying the percentages
in Table 12 with employment estimates from the source document." As Figure 4
indicates, the coal.mining and oil.and gas extraction industries are
forecasted to have an increasing demand for certain professional and

-management personnel.
- 4

Tables 13 and 14

These tables report. current and projected employMent An selected
occupations fkr theAkS. and Tennessee. The occupations selected are those
which are foand in endt4gy And related industries. ;-

Tables 15 and 16

As noted above, Tables 8 -11 do not include government employees.
Table 13 reports the most current data available on the number of government
employees in Tennessee who work for municipal distributors of electricity
or gas. 'Table 16 repol:.ts'the number of 'emOloyees and average salary of"'
select1ed Tennessee Valley Authority occupations.

6-
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Table 1. United States and TennesseeSelected Energy Statistics: 1982

COAL

Number of
Number of Mining Number of

Mines* Operations** . Miners***

Production
(Thousand
Tons)

Aw_lrage
Mine Price
(Ili Per Ton)

United States 4,090 4,867 217,117 832,524 27.25

Tennt'qsee 1Q5 430 4,047 7,287. 29.49

*ENcludes mines producing less than 10,000 short tons of coal during-We year. 0:
4 .**Includes preparation plants.

***Includes all employees engagedin production, preparation, processing,
'development, maintenance,, repair, shop or' yard work at mining opnration4.
E;:cludes-office workers. Includes mining operations management 4hd all

.)
.technical and engineering personnel. /

I PETROLEUM

Crude Oil Production Number. of Operable Capacity
(Thousand Barrels) - Refineries , Barrels
Total Per Day Total Operating Idle Per Day

Stati4400;.,6,715 8,649 258 233 25 16,859,337'

Tennessee 1,17,2 3 1 1 0 49,500

NATURAL GAS

Marketed Production Number.of Gas
(Million Cubic Feet) Producing Wells

18,519,675 210,753URited States

Tenneksee 2,976 340

ELECTRIC UTILITIES

Installed
Number of , Capacity
Plants i (Megawatts)

United States 3,036 610,105

Tenness &d 38 . 18,270

yk,

Imputed Wellhead Value
'of Marketed Producti

(ThOusand D011ams

45,496,766

1- 8,/28

Net
Generation.

(MeglawatthodPs)

2,241,211,367

59.504,897
-

Sources: U. S. Department of tnergy, Coal Progution. -4902 (September 1903);
Petrrileum SUPPrY Annual (June-1983); Natural Gas AnnUai. 1982 (October 1983)A
Electric Power Anauffisliga (August 1983).

' 4
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V
Table 2. United States -Forecasts of Energy Production: 1990

1982 1990 Per Change

Coal--Million Ton 833 1,080 29.7

Petroleum*--Million Barrels Per Day 10.3 9.5 -7.8

Natural Gas--Trillion Cubic Feet 17.5** 15.9 - 9.1

r

(Includes crude oil, natural gas plant production, other hydrocarbons,
and Alcohol;

:*The discrepancy in this statistic and the statistic reported 0 Table 1
is unexplained.

Note: Forecasts based on middle world oil price case of 37)er barrel
(1982 dollars).

0
Source: U. -S. Department of Energy, 1982 Annyal Ervirclv 06tiook, (May 1983).

#

.Table-3. United .,States arid Tennessee--Electric Utilities Planned Capacity
Additions by Energy Source: 1983-1992

(Megawatts)

United States Tennessee

Total 143,854 2,540
Coal 65,681 0
Petroleum 1,287
_Gas 347 0
Water ' . -9,582
Nuclear 66,060 2,540
Other 898 0

Source: U. S. Department of Energy, InventorY of Power Plants, 1982 Annual,
(June 1983).

S
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Table 4. Federal Support for Energy Research and Development Programs:
Estimated Fiscal Year 1983

Agency and Program
Million
Dollars

Total 2,034

Energy Research and Technology Administration* 1,779
Solar 73
Geothermal' 10
Hydropower
Nuclear fission 717
Magnetic fusion 359
Electric energy and. energy storage systems
Biological and environmental research 121
Supporting research 273
Fossil energy 104
Energy conversation 19
Uranium enrichment 104
Other

Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 220

Environmental Frotpction Agency 35

*Under the 1983 Reagan'Administratdon budget, the U. 8. Department of Energy
was to b abolished and the research-and development programs were to be
administered by the Energy Research and Technology Administration of the
U. S. Department of Commerce.

Source: National Science Foundation, Federal R D Fundipa foc_EneroY4
Fiscal Years 1971-94, (February 1983).

1:0

Table Z. Expedditures for Energy Research and Developmeni by Industrys4979

Million
Dollars

Total 3,688
Petroleum 667
Coal, Conventional 72
Nuclear 996
Nonconventional Energy 1,953
Synthetic Fuels 235
Renewable Energy and Other 1,467

Source: U. S. Department of Energy, Enerov cCIMPOPV fleveloament Patterns in
the Postembartlo Era (October 1982).

6
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Table 6. United StatesValue Added by Manufacture, Value of'Shipments,
and New Capital Expenditures in Selected Industries: 1981

'(Million Dollars)

Value
Added :

SIC by Manu-
Code Industry' facture

Value of
Shipments

New
Capital
Expen-
ditures

Total, All Manufacturing Industries 837,306.5 2,017,542.5 78,632.3
28 Chemicals and allied products 80,032.3 180,439.2 9,470.6
281 Industrial inorganic chemicals 9,273.6 17,944.7 1,111.6
-2019 Industrial inorganic chemicals,nec -6,754.8
29 Petroleum ang coal products 26,740.3
'2911 Petroleum refining 24,149.0
34 Fabricated metal products 61,558.2
344 Fabricated structural metal products ' 16,222.5
3443 Fabricated plate work(boiler shops) 4,994.-4
35 Machinery,, except electrical 111,393.7
351 Enginess.and turbines 7,381.6
3511 Turbines and turbine generatorsets 2,123.3
36 Electric and electronic equipment 79,720.4
361 Electric distributing equipment - 4,827.2
3612 Transformers 1,578.9

Source: U.S.'Departmentof Cotmerce. Bureau of the Census, 1981 Annual
Survey Qf mInvfactures; Statistics for Industry Uromos and Industries,
(April 1983) .

12,790.2 657.6
224,131.4 5,157.9
215,036.1 4,942.7
123,661.6 4,573.2
36,4310.4 906.5
9,923.4 258.9

201,539.1 8,821.9
15,280.8 '715.5
3,735.2 78.5

140,194.4 6,645.3
8,343.7 219.0
3,208.8 80.5

Table 7. Tennessee--Value Added by Manufacture, Value of Shipments,
and New Capital Expenditures in Selected Industries: 1978

(Million Dollars)

SIC
Code Industry

Total, All Manufacturing Industries
28 Chemicals and allied prOducts
281 Industrial inorganic chemicals.
2819 Industrial inorganic chemicals,nec
29 Petroleum and coal products
291 Petroleum refining
34 Fabricated metal products
744 Fabricated structural metal products
3343 Fabricated plate work(boiler shops)
35 Machinery, except electrical
351 Engines and turbines
3511 Turbines and turbine generator sets
76 Electric and electronic equipment
361 Electric distributing equipment
3612 1 Transformers

Value
Added

by Manu-
f acture

Value of
Shipments

14,405.8
2,433.7
1,036.0
924.7
116.6

921.7
371.2.
180.1 v.

1,195.4
.0110 agar.

1,143.9
0...".

31,70.2
4,981.7
1,682.6
1,481.6
405.4

1,894.6
812.1
381.1

2,f83.1

2,453.1

New
Capital
Expen-
ditures

1,156.2
190.3
71.1
57.8
7.6

53.1
26.9
9.6

61.2

78.2

.mre Am*

Sourc U.S.. Department of Commerce. Bureau of the Census, 1970-1979 Annual
Survey of Manufactures. (January 1983).
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.Table O. United States--Number of Employe s, Number of EstahAishments, a
Average Number of Employees Per Establis ment 'in Selected Industries: 1981

.41

SIC
Code Industry

Average
Number of

Number of Employees
Number of Establish- Per Esta-
Employees ments blishment

Total, All Industries 74,850,402 4,586,510 16.32
.... Mining 1,107,726 '33,196 33.37
10 Metal mining 93,772 1,014 92.48
109 Miscellaneous metal ores . 15,414 ,.

-p-1,-,
..c..,. 69.43

1094 Uranium-radium-vanadium ores 13,907 162 85.85
3,639 168 '21.66

1111 Anthracite 3,380 .135 25.04
1112 Anthracite mining services 209 -21 9.95
12 Bituminous coal and lignite mining 240,342 . 4,058 59.23
1211 Bituminous coal and lignite 232,480 3,663 63.:47
1213 Bituminous and lignite mining serv. 7,668 349 21.97
13 Oil and gas extraction 550,426 21,501 25.60
131 Crude petroleum and natural gas 153,473 7,854 19.54
132 Natural s liquids , 13,265 680 19.51
138 Oil and gasefield services 382,669 12,667 30.21
1381 Drilli g oil and gas wells 53,592 3,093 49.66

2,660 17.20
. 5,694 30.49
321,290 63.58
11,243 80.97
1,260 90.09
585 144.56

2,186 70.53
444 248.52

31,557 50.20
11,p25 40.95
1,709 . 71.06

47,191 .51.30
283 431.99
83 424.99

76 Electric and electronic equipment 1,960,33Y 14,142 138.62
361 Electric distributing equipment

Transformers
-119#2 859 139.04

45, 3 275 165.79
.... Transportation & other public utilities 4,613,030 171,614 26.88
46 Pipe lines, except natural gas 17,676 530 33.35
49 Electric, gas, and sanitary services 767,224 16,067 47.75
491 Electric services . 381,922 4,553 83.88
492 Gas production and distribution 134,311 2,974 45.16
493 Combination utility services 168,890 964 175.20
4911 Electric & other services combined 122,801 697 176.19
4972 Gas & other services combined 41,987 142 295.68
49.7.9 Combination utility services, nec 4,032 , 106 38.04

MOTE: Excludes government employees, railroad employees, self-employed
persons, (Ytc.

1
11 Anthracite mining

1.382 Oil and gas field exploration serv. 45,760
0 13139 Oil and gas field services, nec 173,621

.... Manufacturing 20,428,330
28 Chemicals and alli-ed products 910,325
291 Industrial inor,ganic chemicals 113,510
2819 Industrial inorganic chemicalsnec 84,366
2? Petroleum and coal products 154,178
291 Petroleum refining 110,345
34 Fabricated metal products 1,584,226
44 Fabricated structural metal products 451,482

:44.3 Fabricated plate work (boiler shops) 121,450
35 Machinery, except electrical 2,420,858
351 Engines and tarbines 122,254
3511 Turbines aria turbine generator sets 35,274

Soprcc?: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, County
Pat terns, 1981: Unitxd ,Mates (July 1983) .
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Figure 1. United States--Number of Employees in Selected Industries( 1981
^

SIC Code

SIC Code4S

12 13 2819 29 3443 3511 -3612

12 = Bituminous coal and lignite mining
13 = Oil and gas extraction
2819 = Industrial inorganic chemicals, nec
29 = Petroleum and coal products
3443 = Fabricated plate work (boiler shops)
3511 = Turbine and turbine generator sets
3612 = Transformers
46 = Pipelines
491 = Electric services.
492 = Gas Production and Distribution
493 = Combination utility services

46 491 492 493

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, County BusLne5s
Patterns, 1981: UrLitgd States, (July 1983).
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Table 9. Tennessee-- Number of Employees, `Number of Establishments..and.Average Number of Employees Per Establishment in Selected Industries: 1981

SIC
Code Industry

Total, All Industries f--

Mining.,
lo Metal miming
109 Miscellaneous metal ores
1094 Uranium-radium-vanadium ores
11 Anthracite mining .

1111 Anthracite
1112 Anthracite mining services
12 Bituminous coal and. lignite mining

i 1211 Bituminous coal and lignite
1213 Bituminous and lignite mining serv.
13 Oil and gas extraction
in Crude petroleum and natural gas
172 Natural gas liquids = ,
138 Oil and gas field services
1381 Drilling oil and gas wells
1382 Oil and gas field 'exploration serv.
1389 Oil and gas field services, nec
.... Manufacturing 493,58328 Chemicals and allied products 4.,

201 Industrial inorganic chemicals .

2819 Industrial inorganic chemicals,nec
29 Petroleum and coal products
291 Petroleum refining
34 Fabricated metal products
344 Fabricated structural metal products
3443 Fabricated plate work(boiler,shops)
35 Machinery, except electrical
351 Engines and turbines
3511 Turbines and turbine generator sets
f6 Electric and electronic equipment
361. Electric distributing equipment

*.7'..612 Transformers
.-...; Transportation & other public utilities
46 Ripe lines, except natural gas

.49 Efectric, gas,, and sanitary services
491 Eie&cic services
492 Os. Pr*Ouctiorl and distribution493 .Combination utility services4931 Electrlother services combined4932 Gas !.( other;.services combined
49._79 Combination 'utility services, nec

fr

Number of
Number of Establish --

Employees ments

1,417,231 83,048
9,825 420
1,378 10

___

Average
Number of
Employees
Per Esta-
blishment

17.07
23.39 .

137.80

Oft. I..

- -- - - MI
. -7-- WOO a

4,288 177 24.23
4,095 - 165 24.82

193 12 16.08
748 76 9.84
(E) 26 mom ...raft.

=MO .11

394 48 8.21
218 22 . 9.91

. ___ ___
127

13' 9.77 '

5,753. 85.80
52,385 232 225.S0 .

17,784 43 413. 58'
16,626 19 B75.05
1,235 35 35.29

(E) ,-,
..,_ -.......

.*35,0930V 486 72.21
14,295 219 65.27
5,813 '32 181,..664-,

32,972 , 584 56.46
(E) 2 ___

._,-_

41,031 196 209.34
1,776 12 -148.00

(E) 4
72,725 2,912 24.97

44 -15 2.93
4,544 192 23.67
2,032 54 37.63

. 1,200 27 , 44.44
(C) 4

.
__... ___ ___
___ ___. ....-...

(C) 2
.46.

NOrE: E:tcludes government ,Imployees, railroad employeeS, self-employedpersons, etc. D denotes figuYes withheld to avoid' disclosure of operations ofindividual establishmehts, tRe"Other alphabetics indicate employment-size. A:0-19: B:20-99; C:100-249: E:250-499; F:500-999.

9urce: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the' Census, CountN,c'-'tterns,_ 1981: Tennessee, (January 19831.
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Figure 2. Tennessee-7-Number of Employees in Selected Industries; 1981

18, 000

-

9.000
.7/

SIC Code 12-

SIC Codes

13 2819 29 ,

12 = Bituminous, coal and lignite mining
= Oil and as extraction

2819 = Industrial inorganic chemicals, nec
29 = Petroleum and coal products
:443 = Fabricated plate work -(boiler shops)-
491 = Electric services
492 =Gas Production and Distribution

.3443 491 492

S trce: U.S. Department of Commerce, 'Bureau of the Census, CQunty 81.11rIR1
P tt.17rn5 981 T nne e ,(January tr.
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SIC
Code

-Table 10. United States-Number of Employees, Payroll, and
Average Wage Per Employee in Selected Industries: 1981

Industry

Total, All Industries
.... Mining
10 Metal mining
109 Miscellaneous metal ores
1094 Uranium-radium-vanadium ores
11 Anthracite mining
1111 Anthracite
1112 Anthracite mining services
12 Bituminous coal and lignite mining
1211 Bituminous'coal and lignite
121: Bituminous and lignite mining story.
1: Oil and gas extraction
131 Crude petroleum and natural gas
1:2 Natural gas liquids
1:8 Oil ane gas field services
1381 Drilling oil and gas wells
1382 Oil and gas field exploration serv.
1389 Oil and gas field services, nec
.... Manufacturing
20 Chemicals and allied products
281 Industrial inorganic chemicals
2817 Industrial inorganic chemicals,nec

' Petroleum and :pal products
291 Petroleum refining
:4 Fabricated metal products
:44 Fabricated structural metal products
:44: Fabricated plate work(boiler shops)
35 Machinery, except electrical
:51 Engines and turbines ,

i :511 Turbines and turbine generator sets
36 Electric and electronic equipment
:..-.M Electric distributing equipment
3612 Transformers
.... Transportation & other public utilities
46 Pipe lines, except natural gas
49 Electric, gas, and sanitary services
491 Electric services
492 Gas production and distribution
493 Combination utility services
49:1 Electric & other services combined

Gas & other services combined
49:9 Combination utility services, nec

Number of
Employees

Payroll
(Thousand
Dollars)

Aver ag
Wage Fir -

Employ e

74,850,402 1 ,149,719,124 15,360
1,107,726 27,55.1,948 24.675

93,772 2, 2'0, 852 24,505
13,414 352,237 22,852
13,907 326,691 23,491
3,639 64,171 17,634
3,380 60,198 17,810
09 3,228 15,445

240,342 5,845,505 24,322
232,480 5,665,156 24,368

7,668 178,382 23,263
550,426 13,640,703 24.782
153,473 4,260,226 27,759
13,265 354,190 26,701

382,669 9,009,871 23,545
153,)592 3,823,412 24,4393
45,60
173,621

A4,037,061
935,887

22,663
22,669

20,428,330 388,060,276 18,996
919,325 20,308,091 22,309
113,510 2,690,068 23,706
84,566 2,019,368, 23,879
154,178 4,148,258 26,906
110,345 3,204,399 29,040

1,584,226 29,559,072 10,650
451,482 8,202,709 18,168
121;450 2,474,653 20,376

2,420,858 50,099,284 20,695
122,254 3,066,925 25,087
35,274 869,816 24,659

1,960,337 36,393,682 18,565
119,432 2,074,368 17,369
45,593 773,614 16,968

4,613,030 97,405,652 21,115
17,676 312,778 29,010

767,22* 17,970,541 23,423
381,922 9,163,342 23,993
134,311 2,990,536 22,266
168,890 4,308,120 25,982
122,801 3,172,687 25,836
41,987 1,133,659 27,000
4,032 80,908 20,066

NOFE: Excludes government employees, railroad employees, self-employed
persons, etc.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, County IlusinesS
Patterns, 1981; United State% (July 1983).
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- Table 11. Tennessee--Number of Employeewl_Payroll, and Average Wage
Per Employee Per Establishment in Selected Industriess 1981

SIC
Code Industry

Total, All Industries
.... Mining
10 Metal mining
109 Miscellaneous metal ores
1094 Uranium-radium-vanadium ores
11 Anthracite mining
1111' Anthracite
1112 Anthracite mining services
12 Bituminous coal And lignite mining
1211 Bituminous coal and fignite
1213 Bitumipous and lignite mining serv.
13 Oil and gas extraction
131 .Crude petroleum and natural gas
132 Natural gas liquids
138 Oil and gas field services
1381 Drilling oil and gas wells
1302 - Oil and gas fielid exploration serv.
1389 Oil and gas field services, nec

Manufacturing.
-'-Chemicals and allied products

201 Industrial inorganic chemicals
IN2819 Industrial inorganic chemicalsnec

29 Petroleum and coal products
291 Petroleum refining
34 Fabricated metal products
344 Fabrid'ated structural metal products
3443 Fabricated plate work(boiler shops)
35 Machinery, except electrical ik
351 Engines and ttrbines
3511 Turbines and turbine generator sets
36 tle'ctric and electronic equipMent
361 Electric distributing equipment
3612 Transformers
.... Transportation & other public utilities
46 Pipe lines, except natural gas
49 Electric, gas, and sadlitary services
491 Electric services
492 Gas production and distribution
493- Combinati.on utility ervices
4931 Electric & other s vices combined
4932 Gas & otherservices ombined
4939 Combination utility services, nec

Number of
Employees

Payroll
(Thousand
Dollars)

Average
Wage Per
Employee

1,417,231 18,867,605 13,313
9,825 191,738 19.515
1,378 28,550 20,718

Yam...a *woo.

4,288
4,095

193
748
(E)

394
218

92,643
87,718
4,926
11,596

(D)

6,658
3,277

21,605
21,421
25,523
13,503.

mallOota.

16,898
1500::''

127 2,455 19,331
493,583 7,415,990 15,025
52,385 1,129,173 21,555
17,704 400,619 22,527
16,628 371,348 .22,335
1,235 23,257 18,832

(E) (D)
35,095 560,390

' 14,295 248,979
.15,968
17,417

5,813 119,613 20,577
32,972 539,559 16,364

(E) (D) wl
,

41,031 595,184- 14,506
1,776 25,781 14,516

(EY (D)
72,725 1,4.18,024 19,498

44 1,183 26,886
4,544 79,641 17,527
2,032' 38,044 18,722
1,200 22,76 19,147 4,

(C) (D)

(D)

WOO *NM

NOTE: Excludes government employees, railroad employees, self-employed
persons, etc. D denotes figures withheld to avoid disclosure of operations of
individual establishments, the other alphabetics indicate employmellicsize
class:07.19; Bs20-99; C:100-249;.E:250-499rFs500-999.

Soured:* U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, CquntY Business
Patterns, 1981; Tennessee (January 1983) .
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Figure 3. United States and TennesseeAverage Wage for Selected Industries
1981

$30,000

$15,000

SIC Code All 12 13 2819 29 3443 3511 3612 46 49

II = United States

SIC Codes

All = All industries

MM a Tennessee

12 = Bituminous coal and lignite mining
13 = Oil and gas extraction 4--

2019 = Industrial inorga c chemicals, nec
g29 = Petroleum and coal oduCts '

7443 = Fabricated plate work _Wailer shops)
311 = Turbine and turbine generator sets (Tennessee data not available)
7612 = Transformers (Tennessee data not available)
46.= Pipelines

.

49 .- Electric, gas, and sanitary services

Source: U.S., bepartment-of Commerce,frBureau of the CenSus, County Business
P.14tt(2rn9, 1981: United States, (July 1983); and County _PtiSine4s Pattern'IL.
.1q91:. Tennessee, (January 19E13).
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Table 12. United States-Selected Occupations as Okrcent of Total
,Employment of Selected Industries:

Occupation

Professional and Technical,
Engineers, technical
Aeronautical Engineers
Chemical Engineers
Civil Engineers
Electrical Engineers
Industrial Engineers
Mechanical Engineers

' Metallurgical Engineers
/ Mining Engineers

/ Retroleum Engineers
Sales Engineers
Other Engineers

; Life and Physical Scientists
Agricultural Scientists
Atmosheric and Space Scientists
Bioligical Scientists

-Chemists
Geologists
Marire Scientists
Physicists and Astronomers
Other Life and Physical Scientists

Mathematical Specialists
Artuaries
Mathematicians
Statisticians

Computer Specialists
.Computer Programmers
Computer Systems Analysts
Other Computer Specialists

SOcial Scientists
Economists

Other' Professional and Technical
Accountants
Architects
Foresters and Conservationists
Home Management.°Advisors
Lawyers
Librarians
Operations sand Systems Research
Personnel, Labor Relations Workers
Other Research Workers

Managers. Officials, Propr.
Buyers. Sales, and Loan Managers

Dank, Financial Managers
Credit Managers
Purchasing Agents, Buyers, Other
Sates Managers, Excl. Retail Trade

Other\Managers, Officials, ProprietorS
Manawr5. Superintendents, Building
Offie Managers. Other
Other\Managers, Administrators

15

V

(1978 and Projected

Metal
Mining

1990)

Coal
Mining

1978 1990. 1272 1990

9.43 9.70 2.28 2.66
2.61 3.15 0.92 1.18
0.00 0;00 0.00 0.00
0.07 0.06 0.02 0.03
0.11 0.13 0.07 0.10
0.11 0.11 0.06 0.04
0.24 0.09 0.12
0.15 0.13 0.06 0.05
0.18 0.16 0.00 0.00
1.67 2.25 0.60 0.83
0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00
0.01 0.01 0.0Q 0.00
0.06 0.07 0.02 0.02
2.40 2.44 0.20 0.2:2
0.00 0.00 -0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1.13 0.95 0.16 0.16
1.27 1.49 0.04 0.06
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.01 0'.01 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00
0.30 0.26 0.04 0.05
0.17 0.14 0.03 0.03
0.13 0.11 0.02 0.02
0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00
0.03 0.03 0.02 0 .p2
0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02
1.96 1.43 0.54 0.52
1.21 0.96 0.36 0.32
0.00 0:00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.22 0.18 0.00 0.10
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.10 0.08 0.02 0.01
0.31 0.15 0.06 0.03
0.11 0.05 0.01 ,0.03
3.57 3.11 2.88 2.54
0.53 0.54 0.25 0.27
0.11 0.09. 0.03 0.02
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.35 0.36 0.18 0.17
0.07 0.08 0.04 0.05,
3.04 2.57 2.63 2.31
0.00 0.00 o.01 0.02
0.;?.5 0.31 0.17 0.11
,.78 2.25 2.44 2.17
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Table 12. United States--Selected Pccupations as Percent of Total
Employment of Selected Industries* (1978 and Projected 1990X,

Oil & Gas
Extraction

Petrclaurri7.

Refining
Occupation 197Q 1990, t97(1 1990

Professional and Technical 19.38 21.22 23.78 23.15
Logineers, technical 4.85 5.81 5.49 5.81
Aeronautical Engineers 0.00. 0.00 0.00 0.00
Chemical Engineers
Civil Engineers

0.28
0.23

,.0.22
0.26 el

2.95.
0.32

3.15
0.30

Electrical Engineers 0.25 0.20 0.27 0.22
Industrial Engineers 0.23 0.20 0.30 0.31
Mechanical Engineers 0.39 0.44 0.69 0.72
Metallurgical Engineers 0.03 0.04. 0.05 0.08
Mining Engineers 0.17 0.20, 0.00 0.00
Petroleum Engineers 3.02- 4.01 0..61 0.77
Sales Engineers 0.12 0.13 0.06 0.04
Other Engineers 0.13 0.12 0.24 0.23

Life and Physical Scientists 4.42 5.69 2.20 2.33
. Agricultural Scientists 0.00 0.00 c 0.01 0.00

Atmosheric and Space Scientists 0.00 0.00 de 0.00 0.00
Bioligical Scientlists-

.

0,91 0.02 0.02 0.01
Chemists 0.45 0.49 1.64 1.67.
Geologists 3.89 5.09 0.44 0.58
MarineScientists 0.02 0.04 0.00 0.00
Physicists and Astronomers ' 0.05 0.06 0.06 0..05
Other Life and Physical Scientists 0.00 0.00 0.03 .0.02

Mathematical SOlcialists 0.07 0.05 0.13 0.10
Actuaries 0.00 0.00 0.01. 0.01
Mathamaticians 0.03 0.03 0.06 0.05
Statisticians 0.03 0.02 0.06 0.04

Computer Specialists 1.10 1.10 1.69 1.00
Computer Programmers 0.63 0.66 0.1:39 0.98
Computer Systems Analysts 0.41 0.49 0.71 0.77
Other Computer Specialists 0.06 0.03 0.09 0.05

Social Scientists 0.23 0.21 1.12 0.77
Economists 0.22 0.21 1.09 0.75

Other Professional and Technical 4.44 3.34 5.98 4.72
Accountants 3.05 2254 3.33 2.95
Architects 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Foresters and Conservationists 0.02 0.05 0.00 0.00
HomilaManagement Advisors 0.00 0.00. 0.00 0.00
Lawyers 0.70 0.35 0.92 0.65
Librarians 0.03 0.01 0.05 0.01
Operations and Systems Research 0.15 0.10 0.57 0.46
Personnel, Labor Relations Workers 0.40 0.25 0.82' 0.56
Other Research Workers 0.10 0.04 0.30 0.09

Managers, Officials, Propr. 10.55 9.55 7.27 7.15-
Buyers, Sales, and Loan Manag rs .69 1.67 1.28 1.08

Bank, Financial Managers 0.12 0.06 0.19 0.12
Credit Managers
Purchasing Agents, Buyers, Other

0.04
1.18

0.04
1.17

0.10
0.51

0.06
0.38

Sales Managers, Excl. Retail Trade 0.36 0.40 0.47 0.52
Other Managers, Officials, Proprietors 8.87 7.88 6.00 6.07

Manikget.s, Superintendents, Building 0.02 0.05 0.0' 0.02
Office Managers, Other 0.58 0.72 0.26 0.25 r

Other Managers, Administrators 8.06 6.90 ,5.65 5.74
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Table 12. United States-Selected Occupations as Percent of Total
Employment of Selected Industries: (1978 and Projected 1990)

ft

Industrial Fab. Structural
Chemicals Metal Products

1.990Occupation 1378 199S
. 1978

Professional and Technical 23.85 24.65 7.09
qnyineers, technical 6.09 6.57 1.90

Aeronautical Engiheers 0.00 '0.00 0.00
Chemical Engineers 3.68. 4.20 0.02
Civil Engineers 0.16 0.18 0.20
EleCtrical Engineers 0.51 0.55 0.21
Industrial Engineers 0.51 0.52 0.41
Mechanical Engineers 0.71 .0.76 0.54
Metallurgical Engineers 0.05 0.05 0.11
Mining Engineers 0.01 0.01 0.00
Petroleum Engineers 0.01 9.01 0.00
Sal es Engineers 0.08 0.09 0.14
Oth,,I.r Engineers 0.17 0.19 0.2?

Life and Physical Scientists 4.23 4.22 0.12
Agricultural Scientists 0.03 0.04 0.00
Atmosheric and Space Scientists 0.01 0.01 0.01
Bioligical. Scientists 0.21 0.1,5 0.00
Chemists 3.69 3.78 0.07
Geblogists 0.00 0.00 0.00
Marine Scientists 0.00 0.00 0.00
Physicists_and Astronomers 0.26 0.22 0.03
Other Life and Physical Scientists 0.03 0.02 0.01

Mathematical Specialists 0.08 0.09 ,0.01
Actuaries 0.01 0.01 0.00
Mathematicians 0.03 0.02 0.00
Statisticians a 0.05 0.06 0.01

Computer Specialists r 0.78 0.64 0.27
Computer Programmer 0.46 0.39 0.16
Computer Systems Analysts 0.26 0.20 0.08
Other Computer Specialists 0.07 0.05 0.02

Social Scientists I 0.46 0.39 0.09
Economists 0.46 0.39 0.09

Other; Professional and Technical 3.40 2.46 1.66
Accountants 1.55 1.13 1.14
Architects 0.02 0.02 0.01
Foresters and Conservatiorkists4 0.00 0.00 0.00

. Home Management Advisor's 0.00 0.00 0.00
Lawyers 0.27 0.14 0.04
Libprians 0.07 0.06 0.00
Operations and Systems Research 0.41 0.39 0.16
Personnel,.Labor Relations Workers 0.62 0.36 0.29
Other Research Wprkers. 0.44 0.38 0.02

Manager.s, Officials, Propr. 7.96 8.88 9.02
Bu,,-ers. Sales, and Loan Managers 1.61 1.99 1.39
Bank, Financial Managers .0.20 0.18 0.12
Credit Managers 0.04 0.04 0.05
Purchasing Agents, Buyers, Other 0.58 0.71 0.62
Sales Managers, Excl. Rtail- Tkee

Other Managers, Officials, ProprietorT
0.78
6.35

1,06
6.89

0.60
7.6:

Managers, Superintendents, Building* 0.02 0-00
Offi-ce Managers; Other 0.174 0.4 0.40
Other Managers. Administrators 5.98 6.41
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5.74
1.27
0.00
0.01
0.10
0.23
0.24
0.35
0.08
0.00
o.o6
0.04
0.22
0.11
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.04
0.02
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.23
0.14
0.08
0.01
0.09
0.09
1.38
1.06
0.00
0.00
0.00'
0.02
0.00
0.12
0.17
0.00
8.88
1.12
0.06
0.06
0.41
0.58
7.76

7.77
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Table 42. United States-Selected Occupations as Percent of Total'
Employment of Selected Industries: (1978 and' Projected 1990)

Occupation

. Orofessional and Technitfal
Engineers, technical
Aeronautical Engineers
Chemical Engineers
Civil Engineers

.

Electrical Engineers
Industrial 'Engineers
'Mechanical Engineers

71 Metallurgical Engineers
Mining Engineers
Petroleum Engineers
Sales Engineers
Other Engineers

Life and Physical Scientists
Agricultural.SciOhtists
Atmosheric and Space Scientists

Scientists
Cnemists
Geologists
Marine Scientists
Ehysicists and stronomers
Other Life and P ysi cal Scientists

Nathemlitical Specia ists
tctuaries
Mathematicians
Statisticians

Computi4 Specialists
Computer-Programmers
Computer Systems Analysts
Other Computer Specialists

Social Scientists
Economists

Other Professional and Technital
Accountants
Architects
For esterft-aridConservationistsp
Home Management-Advisors
Lawyers
Librarians
Operations and Systems Research
Personnel, Labor Relations Workers
Other- Research Workers

Managers,'. Officials, Propr.
Buver's.,Sales. and Loan Managers

Dant:. Financier k Managers
Credit Manager 4-
Purchasing Agents, Buyers, Other
Sales Managers, Excl.- Retail Trade

Other Managers, Officials, Proprietor
Managers. Superintendents,. Building
Office Managers. Other
Other Managers,-Administrators

4f.
'18

s
4

Engines &
Turbines
197w 9yo

Other Electric
Machinery
X97E3 1990

13.15
5.22
0.09
0.03
0.03
0.58
1.07
2.13

11.73
4.57
0.05
0.00
0.00
0.50
1.00
1.87

16. 14.02
6. 5.43

'0.07 0.00
0.08 0'4.02

0.02 0.00
3.78 2.97
1.17 1.43
0.60 0.43

0.20 0.24 0.05- 0.06'-
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.004.
0.06 0.00 0'.19 0.15
1.04 0.90 0.43 0.4r
0.24' 0.26 0.26 0.21
0.00 0.00 1).00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01
0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02
0.20 0.21 0.15 0.10
0-,00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.03 0.05 0.09 0.07
0.00. 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.03 0.05 0.04 0.04
C:00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01
0.03 o.p5 0.03 0.04
0.76 0.72 0.91 0.65 -

0.42 0.40 0.50
'06_31

0.32 0.30 0.34 0.30
0.02 0.02 0.06 0.03
0.29 0.35 0.35 0.39
0.29 0.35 0.34 0.39 .
2.12 1.59 2.29 2.50
0.90 0.56 1.08 1.59
0.01 0.01 0.00 0. 00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.004 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.04 0.01

-411
0.09 0.03

0.02 0.01 0.02 .0.01
0.70 0.69 0.53 0.52
0.41 0.27 0.47 0,27
0.06 0.06 0.09 '0.08
4.45 3.57 6.48 6:169
1.20 , 1.56 1.53 2.12
0.14 0.11 0.17 0.16
0.02. 0.03 0.02 0.01
0.72 0.95 0.71 1..00
0.32 0.47 0.63 0.96
3.25 2.01' 4.95 4.57
0.00 0.'00 0.00 0.0o4,
0.11 . 0.15 0.17 0.22
7.17. 1.05 , 4.77 4.74
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Table 12. United States--Selected Occupations as Percent of Total
Employment of Selected Industries: (1978 and Projected 1990)

a.

Occupation

Professional and Technical
Engineers, technical

Aeronautical Engineers
Chemical .Engineers
Civil Engineers
Electrical Engineers
Industrial Engineers
Mechanical Engineer's
Metallurgical Engineers

.-Mining Engineers
Petroleum Engineers
Sares Engineers
Other Engineers

Life and Physical Scientists
Agricultural Scientists
AtmosheriC and Space Scientists
Bioligical Scientists
Chem,Osts
Geologists
riarine Scientists
Fhysicistsand Astronomers
Other Life and Physical Scientists

Mathematical Specialists
A,:tuaries
Hathematicians
St,Atisticians

Computer Specialists
Computeir- Programmers
Computer Systellis Analysts
Other Computer Specialists

Social Scientists
Economists

Other Professional and Technical
Accountants
Architects
Foresters and Conservatienists.
Home Management Advisors'
tavers
Librarian*
Operations and Systems Research
Personnel, Labor Relations Workers
Other Research Workers

Managers, Officials, Propr.
Buyers, Sales, and Loan Managers
Dank, Financial Managers
Credit Managers
Purchasing Agents, Buyers, Other- rte
Sles Managers, Excl. RetOk Trade

Other Managers, Officials, Pr'dprietor4
M.An.agers. Superintendents, Builcking,
OT-fice Managers, Other -

Other Managers. Administrators

Pkpelines
f97p 1990

Electric
Services
07a 1990

4

16.95 10.08 13.27 12.08
3.72 3.56 .3.E37 5.70
`0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.27 0.19 0.07 0.05
0.53 0.53 0.48 0.41
1.00 1.07 4.25 4.15
0.25 0.23 0.21 0.23
0.74 0.58 0.60 0.60
0.00 0.00 ;0.01 0.01
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.46 0.55 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06
0.48 0.42 0.17 0.19
0.19 0.23 0.20 0.1a
0.00 0.00 . 0.02 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02
0.12 0.09 0.14 0.12
0.07 0.14 0.02 0.03
0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00'
0.00 0.11 10.07 0.05
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00
0.08 0.11 0.05 0.05
1.08 0.6 '0.57 0.50
0.77 0.71, 0.39 0.35
0.31 0.25 0.15 0.13
0.00 0.00 , 0.04 0.02
0.34 0.29 0.26 0.22
0.34 0.29 0.26 0.22
6.58 7.75 2.57 1.78

4.54 1.15
0.00 0.00 0.03 0.02
0.00 0.00. 0.04 0.01
0.00 0.00 0.13 0.13
0.63 0.36 0.19 0.09
0.00 0.00 ,0.00, 0.p0
0.35 0.26 _e 0.17 ').13,

1.17 '0.b3 Ow 0.44 ( 0.25
0.11 0.06 0.03 0.01
9.94 L 10.60 5.78 6.4
1.73 1.63 0.84 (...87

0,25 0.31 0.10 0.07
0.00 0.00 0.05 0.04

- 1.42 1.43' 0.54 0.56
0.67 0:09 0.15 0,17
0.21 8.77 4.94 5.51
0.00 0.00
0.71 0.64 0.40 :.64
7.48 8.14 4.47. 4.82
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Table 12. United States--Selected Occupations as Percent of Total
Employment of Selected IOdustries: (1978 and Projected 1990)

Comb Electric
Gas & Other ,

Natural Gas' t
*Steam .Sistems 14:Occupation 6 1978 0990. 1978 1999

Professional and Technical 12.90 13.27 9.73 9.06
Engineer's, technical 4.24 *4.50 . 1.95 2.15
Aeronautical Engineers 0.00 0.00' 0.00 0.00
Chemical Engineers 0.08 0.10 0.14 0.18
Civil Engineers 0.33 0.37 0.27 0.30
Electrical Engineers 2.43 2.44 0.22 0.23
Industrial Engineers 0.17 .0.24 0.5 0.25
Mechanical Engineers 0.67 0.77 0.54 0.60
Metallurgical Ehgineers 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00
Mining Engineers 0.00 0.00 ,0.00 0.00.
Petroleum Engineers 0.01 0.00 0.09 0.10
SA.es Engineers 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.11
Othr Engineers 0.46 0.51 0.34 0.38

Life and.Physical Scientists 0.17 0.25 - 0.15 '0.20
Agricultural Scientists 0.V0 0.00 0.00 0.00
Atmosheric and Space Scientists 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00
1310Iiqical 1:7.ientists 0.02 0.01 0.09 0.00
Chemists 0.10 -0.14 0.05 0.03
Geologists 0.02 0.05 0.10 0.17
Marine Scientists 0.03 0.04 0.M0 0.00
Physicists and Astronomers 0.00 0.00 0.00 0. 00
Other Life and Physical Scientists 0.00 0.00 0.00 000

Mathematical Speciali;sts 0.09 0.10 0.08 0.08
Acturies 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Mathematicians 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00
Statisticians 0.09 0.10 0.07 0.08

Computer Specialists 0.84Are 0.73( 0.82 0;70
Computer Programmers 0.48 0.45 0.59 0.53
Computer Systems Analysts 0.32 0.27 0.20 0.16
Other Computer Specialists 0.02 0.01 0.04 0.02

Social Scientists 0.33 0.31 0.39 0.36
Economists,' 0.32 0.31 0.39 0.36

Other Professional ands, Technical 3.10 2.85 3.35 2.19
Accountants 1.80 1.94 2.05 1.31.
Architects 0.04 0.03 0.00 0.00
Foresters and Conservationists 0.00 0.00 0.00 (1.00
Home Management AdNiisors 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.02
Lawyer's 0.35 0-.20 0.37 0.26
Librarians 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 .

Operations and Systems Research 0.26 0.26 0.21 0.16
Personnel, Labor Relations Workers 0.53 0.31 0.58 0.42
Other Research Workers 0.03 0.02 0.05 0.02 %

Hanagerf3, Propr. 5.89 6.70 8.37 9.21
Duyers, Sales, and Lean Managers 0.88 0.94 1.04 1.23
Dank, Financial Managers 0.11 0.09 0.12 Y.11
Credit Managers ..

0.-66 0.04 Age 0.07 0.07
Purchasing Agents, Buyers, Other 0.46 0.45 Adir 0.48 '0.56
.t:Tales. Managers, Excl. Retail Trade 0.25 0.37 0.36 0.49

Other Managers, Officials, Proprietors
,

5.01 5.76
7).7Mana inger3.Supertendents, euilding ' 0.01 0.01

Oftic.:? Managers, Other 0.47 0,58 0.64 0.72'
Other Managers; Administrators 4.52 5.16 6.67 7.24
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Table 12. Note and Source

Note: SIC Codes for Table 12

Industry -SIC Code

Metal Mining 10
Coal. Mining' 11-12
Oil and Gas Extraction 13
Petroleum. Refining 291
Industrial Chemicals 281
Fabricated Structural Metal Products 344
Engines and Turbines 351
Crther'Electrical Machinery 361,362,364,367
Pipelines 46
Electric Services 491
Combination Electric, Gas, and Other 493
Gas and Steam Supply Systems 492,496

c.

I
Source: U. S. Department of Labor,' Bureau of Libor Statistics. TOr National
Industry-OccurdatiPn Employment Matrix. 12-2!0,_1971i). and F'roJected 1990,
Voluwes I and II (April 1981).

.
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9,000

4,500

Figure 4. Number Of Employees in Selected Occupati(ans
for Selected Iodustriess 1978 and Projected 1990

Coal Mining

1978 1990

48,000

24,000

Oil and Gas Extraction

1978 1990

Es . Engineers, technical.

Life and physical scientists, mathematical specialists, computer
spcecialists, and social scientists.

Other professional and technical (see Table 12 for specific occupations)

4 = Managers, Officials, & Pror.ietors (see Table 12 for specific occupations)

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. The National
1QIustry-Occu atio El lo mint M trix 1'70 78 d P o e ted 1990,
Volumes I and II, (April 1981). Graph based upon data,derived by

Amployment estimates in source document by percentages from

22
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Figure 4. Number of Employees in Selected Occupations
for Selected .Industries: 1978 and Projected 1990

Petroleum Refining
4

Electric and Gas Utilities*

- *Includes steam s4ppry systems

.E --.Ellyineer, technical

= Life and physital scientists, mathematical specialistS, computer
spcecialists, and social scien,pistsr.

Other professional and technical (see Table 12 for specific occupations)
*.tr

!q4 = mAnagers,*Of4icials, &-Prorietors (see Table 12 for'.specific occupations)mm

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, BUreau of Labor Statistics, The Na-kinnal
Indu3tr.:-Occupatidn Employment Matrig, 1970, 1978. and Projected 1990,
Volumes I and II, (April 1981). Graph based upon data derived by-
multiplfing emPloyment'estimates in source document by peetentages frnm
Table 12.
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Table 13. United States--Employment by'Selected Occupations:
1980 and Projected 1990(Two Alternatives)

(Thousands)

Projected Projected Percent Changc
1990 1990 1980:-1990

Occupation 1980 (Low) (High) (Low) (High)

Total, All Occupations .102,107.3 119,591.1 127,908.4 17.1 25.3

Professional, Tech. & Kind Occup. 16,395.2 19,662.3 20,727.6 19.9 ,26.4

Engineers 1,177.8 1,504.3 1,624.3 27.7 37.9
Aero-;.,stronautical Engineers 68.0 97.6 103.6 43.5 52.4
Chemical Engineers 55.5 68.4 73.1 23.2 31.7
Civil Engineers 165.4 207.9 217.2 25.7 31.3
Electrical Engineers 326.7 441.2 479.9 35.0 46.9
Industrial Engineers. 115.9 145.7 159.3 25.7 3/.4
Mechanical Engineers 212.9 273.9 300.0 28.7 40.9
Metallurgical Engineers 15.4 20.4 22.0 32.5 42.9
Mining Engineers 6.1 8.4 9.2 37.7 50.8
Petroleum Engineer* 17.9 26.0 27.6 45.3 54.2
All Other Engineees 193.9 214.6 232.5 10.7 19.9
Life & Physical Scientists 253.Q 300.2 317.3 18.3 25.0
Agricultural Scientists 19.8 21.6 22.7 9.1 14.6
Etiological Scientists 44.8 51.2 54.1 14.3 20+0
Chemists 93.6 112.9 119.5 20.6 27.7
Geologists 39.8 51.7 54.9 29.9 37.9
Medical Scientists 8.1 9.4 9.7 16.0 19.8
Physicists 20.5 23.1 24.4 12.7. 19.0
All Other Life & Phy. Scient. 27.1 30.3 32.0 11,8 18:1

Mathematical Specialists 52.0 61.7 65.0 18.7 26.5
Actuaries 7.8 10.9 11.6 39.7 48.7
Mathematicians 12.7 14.4 15.2 13.4 19.7'
Statisticians 26.5 30.9 33.2 16.6 25.3

Computer Specialists 432.8 683.1 733.9 57.8 69.6
Coxputer Programmers 228. 2 339.9 366.0 48.9 60.4
CDmpuzer Systems Analysts 204.6 343.2 367.9 67.7 79.8

Social Scientists 189.6 242.4 255.4 27.8 34.7
Ecc,omists-- 28.8 40.9 43.3 42.0 50.3

. Other Professional,Technical 4,445.7 5,248.7 5,559.9 18.1 25.1
Acccuntants & Auditors 833.2 1,053.9 1,131.4 26.5 35.8
Archl.tects e 79.5 105.5 112.1 32.7. 41.0
Fcresters 29.5 32.2 33.6 9.2 13.9

-Law..ers 416.2 523.5 579.9 25.8 39.3
Librarians 134.3 138.5 141.1 3.1 5.1
Personnel , Labor Relations Spec 178.2 205.1 217.2 15.1 21.9

Mar,acears. Offizizas & Proprietors 9,355,4 10,562.5 11,344.1 12.9 21.3

.."

v.

:=curie: Et?partment of Labor, OccuQational Projections and Training Data.
!Docoinuctr .
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Table 14. Tennessee-Employment and Openings by Selected
Estimated 1984 and Projected 1990

Estimated Projected
Occupation 1984 1990

Occupations:

Annual Job
Openings

Percent Due to
Change Growth

Total. All Occupations 2,070,150 2,251,390 0.0 30,206

Pofassional, Technical & Kind Occup ' 288,630 312,680 8.3 4,008

Encineers 19,450, 20,900 7.9 255
. Aero-Astronautic Engineers 100k 110 10.0 1

Chemical Engineers 1,600 1,790 11.9 31
Ci.,:C Engineers 3,020 3,080 2.0 10
Electrical Engineers 4,180 4,640 11.0 76
Industrial Engineers 3,040 -3,340 9.9 50
MechatniCail Engineers 4,410 4,780 8.4 61
Metallurgical Engineers 180 190 5.6 1

Mining Engineerti, 40% '50 25.0 1

Other Engineers 2,900 3,020 4.1 20
Life Physical Scientists 3,450 3,670 6.4 36
Agric,ultural Scientists 210 200 -4.8
Life Slicentists 360 390 8.3 5
Eliolc,giAcal Scientists 310 320 3.2 1

Ct..emists -. 1,360 1,470 18
Geolooists 130 150 15.4
Physicists

. 70 7C 'PP 0.0 0
Life, :Thysica1".4Scientists,nec 1,340 1,400 4.5 10

Mathematical SpeCialists 250 260 4.0 1

Actuaries
.*

Matnemat.--cal Scientists
100 160
60 60

0.0
0.0

"0

Statisticians 100-110 10.0 1

Computer Specialists 6,200 7,110 14.7 151
Coinputer Frog ammers 3,050 3,570 15.4 78
Computer Syst ms Analysts 3,160 3,590 13.6 71

Social Scientists 1,710, 1;920 12.3 35
Economists

. 150. 160 6.7 1

Other Professional, Technical 72,890 79,900 9.6 1,168
---Aectiuniatits-&-Auditors 14,420". 16,170 12.1 291

Architeczs 820 900 9.8 13
Foresters 280 240 14.3
Lz3:1vers 5,620 6,360 13.2 123
Litrartans 2,330 2,330 0.0 0
.::.eronnel...-Labor Relations Spec 3,960, 4,250 7.3 48

M11.1"gers and Officials 188,420 206,390 9.5 2,995

,T..E-rInn..2ssee Department of Employment Security, unpublished data.
.=.1ange -2:alcul5.1ted from data.

4
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Table 15. Tennessee -- Number of Employees, Payroll, and Average Wage
Fear 'Employee Per Establishment in Locl 6oyernment Utilities: 1977

Cloctric Power

GAB Supply

Number of
Employees

5,577

1,567

Payroll Average
(Thousand Wage Per
Dollars) Employee

75,540 13,545

19,104 12,191

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 1977 Census
of Government: Compendium Qf Publis Employment, (July 1979).

Table 16. Tennessee Valley Authority Number of Employees..
and Average Salary for Selected Occupations: .1983

Number of Average
,

Occupation Employees Salary

Administrative 1,112 25,201

Engineering and Computer .3,477 35,752

Scientific and Pr gram 65 25,643

. Managers 3,965 44,014

`_Source: -Tennessee Valley Authority, unpubliShed data.
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APPENDIX
1,

STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION

10 METAL MINING
109 Miscellaneous Metal Ores
1094 Uranium-Radium-Vanadium Ores
,Establishments primarily engaged in mining, milling, or.otherwise
preparing uranium-radium-vanadium ores.

11 ANTHRACITE MINING
111 Anthracite Mining
1111 Anthracite Mining
Establishments primarily engaged in 'prodecing anthracite or in developing

anthracite mines. All establishments in the United States that are,
classified in this industry are in Pennsylvania.
1112 Aothracite Mining Services
Establishments primarily' engaged in performing anthracite mining services

for others, on a contract, fee, or similar basis.

12 BITUMINOUS COAL AND LIGNITE MINING
121 Bituminous Coal and Lignite Mining
1211 Bituminous Coal. and Lignite Mining
Establishments primarily engaged in producing bituminou'S coal or

lignite or in developing bituminous coal or lignite mines. This
industry includes underground mining, auger mining,.strip mining, culm
ta9k mining, and coal cleaning, crushing, screening, and siring plants,
etiXther or not operated in conjunction with the mines served.
1213 Bituminous Coal and Lignite Mining Services
Establishments primarily engaged in performing bituminous coal and

lignite mining services for others ona contract, fee, or similar basis.

17 OIL AND GAS EXTRACTION
131 Crude Petroleum and NAtural Gas
1311 Crude Petroleum and Natural Gas
Establishments primarily engagedain operating bil and gas field

properties. Such activities include exploration for crude'petroleum
and natural gas; drilling, completing, and equipping wells; operation .of
seperators; emulsion breakers, desilting'equiPment;.and all other

i
. activities in the preparation of oil and gas up to the point of shipm t
from the producing property. This industry also includes the product n
of oil through the mining and extraction of oil from oil shale and oil
sands. .

132 Natural Gas Liquids
1321 Natural Gas Liquids
Establishments primarily engaged in producing liquid hydrocarbons from

oil and gas field gases.
133 Oil and Gas Field Services
17a1 Drilling Oil and Gas Wells
Est...ibli-ahments primarily engaged in drilling wells for, oil, or gas field

operations fat* others on a contract,-fee, or similar basis.' This

2.7
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industry includes contractors .hat specialize in spudding in, drilling
in, redrilling, and directional drilling.
1302 Oil and Gas Field Exploration Services
Establishments primarily engaged in performing geophysical, geological,

and other exploration services for oil and gas on a contract, fee, or

similar basis.
17:09 Oil-and Gas Field Service, Not Elsewhere Classified
Establishments primarily engaged in performin4 oil and gas field

services, not elsewhere classified, for others on a contract, fee, or
.F.imiPar basis, such as excavabing slush pits and collars; grading, and
Uuilding of foundations af well loCations; well surveying; running,
cutting, and pulling casings, tubes, and rods; cementing wells; shooting
t,,Jip_14t: perforating well casings ; acidizing and chemically treating wells;
,trod cleaning out, bailing, and swabbing wells.

r

16 CONSTRUCLION OTHER THAN BUILDING CONSTRUCTIONGENERAL CONTRACTORS

162 Heavy Contruction, Except Highway and Street Construction
1629 Heavy. Construction, Not Elsewhere Classified
General contractors primarily engaged in the construction of heavy

projects, not elseWhere classified.

23 CHEMICAL AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
281- Industrial Inorganic Chemicals
2819 Industrial Inorganit Chemicals, Not Elsewhere Classified
Establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing industrial inorganic

chemicals, not elsewhere V.assified.

29 PETROLEUM REFININ AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
291 Pett4oleum Refining
2911 Petroleum Refining

Establishments primarily engaged in producing gasoline, kerosene, .

distillate fuel oils, residual fuel oils, lubricants and other products
from crude petroleum apd its fractionation products'through straight
distillStion of crude oil, redistillation of unfinished, petroleum
derivatives, cracking of-'other processes.

=A FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
344 Fabricated Structural Metal Products k
3443 Fabricated Plate Work (Boiler Shops)

Establishmeats.primartly_engaged_in_manufacturinig'power_and marine
boilers, pressure and nonpressure tanks, processing and storage vessels,
heat exchangers, weldments and similar products by the process of.cutting,
forming and joining metal- plates, shapes, bars, sheet,JR1pe mill products
-and tubing to custom or standard, design for factory orTield assembly.

35 MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
:51 Enqines and Turbines
7.511 Steam, Gas, and Hydraulic Turbi s And Turbine Generator Set Units
%Elliltablishments primarily engaged in anufacturing steam turbines;
hydr3ulic turbines; gas turbines, e., pt aircraft; complete steam, gas,
3nd hydraulic turbine generator set units; and steam engines.

28
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36 ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT, AND SUPPLIES
361 ElectriC Transmission and Distribution Equipment-
3612 Power, Distribution, and Speciality Transformers
Establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing power, distribution,

instrument, and speciality transformers.

46 PIPE LINES, EXCEPT NATURAL GAS
461 Pipe Lines, Except Natural Gas
4612 Crude Petroleum Pipe Lines
Establishments primarily engaged in the pipe line transportation of

crude petroleum.
4613 Refined Petroleum Pipe Lines
Establ-i-S-HMents primarily engaged in the pipe line transportation of

re4ined products of petroleum, such as gasoline and fuel oil.
461? Pipe Lines, Not Elsewhere Classified
Establishments primarily engaged in the pipe line transportation of.

commodities except .crude petroleum (Industry 4612), refined products of
petroleum (Industry 4613) 4 and natural gas (Industry (4922).

49 ELECTRIC, GAS., AND SANITARY SERVICES
491 Electric Services
4S11 Electric Services
Establishments engaged in the generation, transmiss n and/or

distribution of electric energy for sale.
,GAs Production and Distribution

4922) Natural Gas Transmission
0-.tsblishments engaged in the transmission and/or stora of natural

sas`sfor sale.
92n Natural _Gas Transmission and DiStribution
Establishments engaged in both the transmission and distribution of

natural bas for sale.
4924 Natural Gash Distribution
Establishments engaged in the distribution of natural gas for sale.

4925 Mised, Manufactured or Liquefied Petroleum Gas Production and/or
Distribution
Establishments engaged in the manufacture and/or distribution of gas for

sale, including mistures of manufactured with natural gas.
493 Combination Electric and Gas, and Other Utility Servicet
4931 Electric and Other Services Combined
'ErtabrIthMikits-primarity'engaged in providing electric services in

combination with other services, with electric services as the major
part though less than 95 percent of the total.
4972 Gas and Other Services Combined
[Establishments primarily. engaged in providing gas services in combination

with other services, with gas services as the major part though less than
95 percent of the total.
1979 Combination Utilities, Not Elsewhere Classified

:ource: Office of Management and Budget, Standard Indgstrial Classification
Nsnusl, ---s
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APPENDIX II.

EMPLOYMENT OF PROFESSIONAL AND MANAGEMENT

PERSONNEL IN ENERGY-RELATED OCCUPATIONS

Policy Implications

The most significant finding, as seen. in Table 1, is

that the U.S. has an underutilized capacity for refining

crude oi.l resulting in the idling of some refineries on a

temporary or permanent ,basis. The prospect for overall

employment in, refinery processingis not promising for the

toilowing reasons: 4AP,

a. As existing rokxneries are remodeled to comply with

environmental regulations, automation and advanced

technology will reduce the need for manpower.

b. Foreign producers will develop their own refining

facilities and reduce the prospect of utilizing some of

the excess capacity of U..S. refineries.

c. 'Tie demand for oil will stabilize at the present

level or continue to deCline (because of shifts to

other sources of energy or a more efficient use of

)existing sources) makings, the wisdom of pursiiing-of a ,

career in refinery-rela,ted occupations questionable.

d.An excess supply of experienced manpower for

. different jobs in refinery processing or service will

,68
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Page 2

make it economically feasible to retrain or upgrade the

skills of those who are already)Wiployed .(or 'those that .

were laid off from refinerieW,befol'e launching an

effort to` introduce new people td; this labor market.

a
the U.S. Department of Labor projects that sifice all

the growth in tie oil and gas industry-for the-,entire decade

had been. reached by the Spring; of 1982, it is possible tb.

expect a decline in/the total employment in this-industry to

a level which is about 90% of the larch 1982.1evel.
4

(cited

ray Energy Related Manpower,1982 p.13)

On the other hand, some employers wish to live up- to

their social responsibilities and to expand their labor

force to include minorities. Employers may also prefer to

. hire younger emplbyees .better prepared to deal with the

state of the art iri technology. Although thOse already.

employed may be retrained,.they may not be able to' endure a

4 subsequent retraining to meet the changing technology of

tomorrow. Recent graduates, however, may haye the necessary

educational baCkground to undergo., eral oliases. of -,

,;:.2,

retraining once they enter the labor force.
4

The 'State of Tennessee is -not- a ,hub ,of. energy .

as Table 1 shows.. Un.hess the distribution ofproduction,

ei1ergy production activities increases within the'St'ate, the

state's investment In the -education of students for the

energy industry would not receive an adequate return as

grauuatps move out tthe_state to find employment.
4.
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Tn.e-u.s Department Energy projects that, by 1990 the

,prodUtion of both oil and .gas will decline ;Mile the

production of coal will explikience. a growth of about 30%.

Such a shift may, under certain technological, economic, and.

environmental cOntingencies,,tedistribute.energy production

nationwide and increase the :-importance of local energy

sources. Likewise,",,there is a heavy emphasis, both, at the

national find at the state level,4on the use of nuclear or

coal-fired facilities in future. power plants, as illustrated

in Table 3. The projected growth; in local, demand for

'electric power in 'Tennessee, as a result of growing

industrial activity, may -generate new deMand for labor in

the energy production within the State and therefore the

prospect of new jobs.

A survcierof research and development efforts might

indicate' existing trends in research and development and

hence where jobs are likely to be found in. the future.

Howev4er, such a survey is .difficult to conduct and its

results may be misleading. For, obvious reasons, industry is

reluctant- to provide more than general, abstract, aifd many

times deliberately confUsing, information 'about specific

processes or products under consideration. The figures for

overall expenditure may tell something about the research

frontiers, -but '. little, about the implications for future

jobs.. The'avai101e data suggest that more money is spent

by government and the industry on research and development

sot non-conventional sources of energy, hccording to Tables 4
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and .. However, tOese costs may reflect more the expensive

C
layout. s or preconditions for such research than the scope of

the effort. Research on fusion, for example, involves a

huge investment,but it is, carried out in only a few

centers. The odds for a revolutionary breakthrough land its

'probable influence o employment in energy within the, next

twenty years are v ry low. On the other hand, on going

research into other sources of energy may have greater

influence on the nature of careers'in energy, despite a

lower rate of expenditure for that type of research.

Numerous projects are' carried out simultaniously in many

places and a technological breakthrough may prove to be more

readiliy available for commercial adoption than magnetic

fusion.

It should be noted that DOE predicted, in its Energy

Related "ManpOwer 1982 (Dec. 1982), a decline in research

and development activities between 1981 and 1983 and a new

growth between 1984 and I910. Except for civil, engineering

', which will continue to grow through out the whole period,

only in chemistry,, earth sciences,.chemical engineering, and

petroleum engineering employment gains will be sufficient to

offset the loss. ofPh.D employmen in 1981-1983. Some

growth in employment opportunity isexpected for 1,
. ,

B.S. and M.S. degrees. in the same fields.11982:12)
0

a
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Although the number of 'employees nationwide in electric,

services (SIC Code 491) is the second largest after-oil and

gas extraction,'.it is only the fourth in Tennessee (see

Tables 8 and .9 and the corresponding figures 1-and 2).

Because of the migration to the state from northern states

and the -effort to expand the indUstrial infrastructure, it

is possible to assume a growing need for additional

employees for such services. The Tennessee Energy Authority

(now reorganized; as the finergy, Division of the State

Department_ of ,Economic and Cdmmunity Development) predicts

that conu\ Lion of.electricity will increase 116% to 120%
cf

bcten .1920 and 1989 The Tennessee Energy Profiles

1982:vii-11 . Even if such growth may indicate a potential

for additional employment opportunities, advanced technology

may eliminate existing jobs and reduce the need for

additional manpower. Indeed,, Table 12 suggests a general

.declinqh,in the percentage of professionals employed in

electric services by 1990.

A meaningful assessment of the total emplofrihnt picture

, for the energy industry depends on the adequacy of i npowet

411 planning for each of-the companies providing such vices.

At this time we d9 not have adequate data that is ba ed on A

company by company projection of manpower needs .between niA

.-and the end of the decade. A further study of this issue is

necessary' given the fact that the average salary in

Tennessee for employees in this category (SIC 491), is lower

than the average, salary in similar occupations (SIC 49) for

72
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tilt) rest of the country but still higher than the average

salary in genefal or for certain other occupations in

Tennessee eSee Tables 10 40 11 and. Figure 3). The
/-

availability of higher paying jobs out-of-state may lead- to
.

a migration of more v4perlenced -professionals. The

vacancies left within the State may be available for le

experienced professionals, including f larger 'number of

mi orities, if they are academic. fly well prepafbd for those
.

positions.

Conclusions:

A conservative approach to training minorities for

careers in energy may produce the greatest benefits.

Training minorities in large_ numbers for undefined jobs

might, result in unemployment and frustration, as well as

inefficient use oLOpublic funds. We should first identify

Oecific potential ,for employment on al company by company

--
basis and then create the conditions necessary to inform and

prepare minority students for such employment. Cooperative

arrangements of",summer or year-long employment internships

with energy- .t14 companies promise the moat realistic joba

preparation.

Weshould alsd i0entify the projected need for trained

personnel in new capacities where companies are not bound to

follow past practiCes, seni or contracts with unions..

Environmental safety an energy planning offer possible

future employment opport nities not developed at present.

7 3
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.Terrnessee State University can facilitate increased

employment -of minorities in the energy industry through
.

careful assessment of. the existing and future 'employment

opportunities i the state and through adequate preparation

of selected stu eats for such careers. Large numbers of

graduates woul not be the goal of such a program, rather

carefully prepay d graduates.lnsmall numbers to filly the

position,s availa le. A %careful ,-preparation will include

early and adequate tudent advi"sinA about courses to take,

in cqmbination with short-term internship experiences in the

industry. The University has the students and the raculty

interested in. energy. The University is ready and able to

Implement:a program *to better prepare minority graduates for

careers in energy. Once- the University commits to the

concentrated effort to develop the cooperative agreements

with 'industry and governmental agencies, we will have all

'the. inOedients needed for success with this project.

-V
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INTRODUCTION

_____.Muklhan'indiDPLLUglLqlnt_.NYJJIOL

Few question the assertion that there are some major obstacles to the

'employment of women and minogties in energy and related argil.' The
A4 .

problem seems to be the same one that they face in the work place in*

general: Segregation, lower wiges and /or exclusion.2

Women. The picture for women is quite dismal. It appears that this

situation has occurred and is maintainedjor two-major reasons...First,

traditionally,-women have been shuffled into so'called female jobs and

careers. Secondly, over the last decade, the driimatic .increase in the

number of women entering the workforce has resulted i1 a large number of

females in entry,level positions both in the work place in general anikin

3
energy and related areas in particular.,

ReTardleSs, there appehars to be little justifiable reason why women

-.

are found in such sparse numbers in energy relat6d fields. Consider thim

following. A fairly recent study found that women, who accounted for

slightly less than thirty percent.of engineering graduates., and 19.3%

of all scientists and engineers, made up leIS than 7% of those_ holding

fHtse positibns in-energy-and related occupations. 4L,Another study found

a similar pattern. It indicated, relative to the same occupations,

scientists and engineers, that though women received 5.9% of 41 doc-

torates in mathematics, a major' riterion for success in these-areas,

1

they comprised less than 3%of those working at such positions energy and

related fields.5

4
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Mary Lou Randover, National Institute of Education, Washington,

D.C., recently synthesiged,the total picture of women being qualified

to enter energy and relaed fields beyond the percentages that they
11V

Presently occupy. She says'in part, let us quote:6 .

"In 1976, 9.1% of the students enrolled in technical
education were women. By 1978, this percentage had
almost doubled to a figure of 17.6%. Women in agri-
culture have grown from 10% in 1976 to 17.2% in 1978.
This demonstrates that there is a growing pool of ,

women who will be trained tp enter energy related
occupations".

/*

Minorities. The energy employment picture for Blacks and other minori-

ties is even more devastating than that for women. The legacy of "blocked

horizonT mobility" with respect to occupations in general and energy and

related yields in particular, is one of the most obvious. The energy area,

though i has begun to disseminate what it feels to be the appropriate

rhetoric, remains one of the worst offenders relative to the lack of

minority employment and promotion.7'

Neal H. Rosenthal, Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of

Labor supports this position with the following statement: 1-1Thwtenergy

industry, which. has recently discovered great concern for minorities has

just about the worst minority .hiring record.of any industry 'in Americi".8

Usual Areas of Focus For'Black College Graduates

Traditionally, in the Old South, where the bulk of the U.S. Black

population resides, the usual professions areasalacks were trained for,

and went into included the ministry, school teaching and .medical areas.

Much of this legacy remains with us today.
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Education. Thus, the formal training of Black professionals has tended ,

to exclude the possibilities of being employed in energy and related

industries. In many predominantly Black educatipnal institutions, students

major in areas that prepare them for employment in the human services.'0

Conversely, the areas such as chemisyy, biology, mathematics, physics and

engineering, that could provide training for energy related occupations are

selected much less frequently as major areas)

Tennessee State University,Education Leadership Role. A look at the

majors most frequently selected by students at the most predominantly

Black institution in the Tennessee higher education system, T. S. U., located

in the city of Nashville, 'Which also serves as the base for the Energy

Institute this paper was written for, provides some additional information.

According to Dr. Michael Nettles,, Assistant Director for Academic Affairs,

Tennessee Higher Education CommisSion, T.S.U. educates approximately 26%

of the Black students that earn higher Iducation degrees from the State's

college, and university system.12 This involves'la substantially larger

percentage and number of students than any of the -other institutions within

the system. Hence, it was kelected for review.

Tennessee State University Study of Major greas Selected by Students.

Dr. Ernest Rhodes, one of the authors of this paper, assisted by Lois

VtDouglad, Professor of History and Geography, recently conducted a study

of the major areas of'focus for recent graduates. The study involved,

students who gradyated from 1978 -1980. The, purpose of this study was.tO

determine whether,Btacks were still majoring in large numbers, in the so-called



soft areas, as opposed to endeavors that might better prepare them for

work in energy and related fields.

4

Three areas -were delineated within the School of Arts. and Sciences to

serve as a focal point, the Natural Sciences, Social Sciences and the

humanities. Once these areas were articulated, a random survey was

conducted. A sample, of 604 ,subjects was obtained. The data collected

is carried in Table I. These data.seem to suggest that the Social Sciences

are still the disproportionate,chotce of a sizeable portion of the,Blacks"

who graduate, with higher/O-ucation degrees, froN publiC colleges and

universities in IpineSsee." Therefore, a sizeable portion of Blacks_

who receAyeAfgher education degrees may be ill prepared to initially

,_enter into energy and related work areas.

Table I

T.S.U.'Arts and Sciences Graduates '= 1978 1979 1980 Percent of Total

NATURA. SCIENCES, N ±,1142 45 53 44 23%

SOCIAL SCIENCE, N = 319 119 112 88 53%

THE HUMANITIES, N = 143 44 48 51 24%

While overgeneralization of these statistics is not inteded, it seems

safe to assume that this trend is repeated in several of the predominantly

!flack state universities in the original 17 states of'the Old South,

where a large percentage of Black youth are trained and educated today.

Ho4iDo We Increase The Levels Of Particii4on

2ap_IinorimenAndt,y And Related-industries?

ik
At this juncture, given the low level of participation for minorities

and women, in energy-and related fields, the central question focuses.

79
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What can.and/or.what should be done to correct this lack of participation

by women and minorities in energy and related fields?

William L. Smith, then the U.S- Commissioner of Education, Oept.lpf

Health, Education and Welfare provides an 4ppropriate starting point. He

suggested that:I4

First we must,demonstrate to our nation's young people -
particularly those in minority populations - that a better
education can mean better jobs and fuller participatiomin
our national life. Second, we must assure ourselves that in
carrying out the first task, wg will also meet the nation's
work forte requirements, which. are affected almost daily
by the ilicreasing complexity of the energy crises.

Though the direction of focus provided by the foregoing writer

seems on target, before continuing, perhaps it might be more appropriate

to discuss the current status of the workforce and related matters in

energy areas. This approawould seem justified because any efforts

aimed at, increasing the proportion of minorities and women in energy and

related fields must necessarily be proceeded by a determinatiop of the

nation's current and projected energy manpower needs. In short, before

appropriate areas. and levels of women nd minority participation, in energy

fields can be determined, one must-know what jobs are available against

projected growth and/or possible decline in these areas. Otherwise, there

will be the risk of preparing a large number of people for few jobs and/or

a-

for jobs that may not exist.

Problems of Assessin. Man ower Needs in Ma or Ener reas. Some of

the energy areas that%are of primary concern include: petroleum, coal mining,

liquid gas, electric and gas utilities,-solar energy, synthetic fuels and

so
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nuclear energy and so forth. Moreover, there must be a1concern for explora-

tion, and where appropriate, research and development activity, production,

transportation, etc. if one is to accurately project current and future

energy workforce needs,

Current Workforce Needs in Energy Areas. Determining the current and

future energy needs for the United Stites poses a formidable task, because

there appears to,be no national energy policy as such, even though, some time

back, 56gress saw fit to create an energy department and to push for federally

supported research and development in energy areas. At present, one is hard

pressed, to 'ind, anywhere, a comprehensive, well articulated national energy

policy that could serve as a basis for making firm estimates and/or pro-

jections concerning future U.S. energy needs. 'Also, determination of our

current energy needs, in various areas,. is effected by complex production
.

concerns and decisions that are frequently based upon unstable political,

financial and foreign affairs activity, that tend to add to the already very

difficult job of foousing in on futUre energy needs in this critical area.15

And lastly, Neal Rosenthal speaking to the same topic-has this to say: 16

Thee Bureau of Labor Statistics, the Department of Energy ,
nor the Department of Labor, has tried to relate energy

policy to the current employment situatioq. No analysis

has been done which focused on measures which could ensure
that those who are currently unemployed would-receive jobs
in new or expandingenergy industries... No study has-

sought to relate the job potential of energy policies to em-
ployment needs of low-income people,-minorities and women.

Therefore; it is not an easy matter to obtain data which allow for the

determination of the exact levelsAof participation by minorities and.

women in energy and related fields. As a matter of fa&t, precise data,

r'

in some areas, simply do not exist. However, some data are available in

81
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select energy employment fields, while in others, authoritative estimates

must suffice.

Energy Workforce Data. Those employed in energy areas, in America,

accounts for about 1.6% of the total workforce. Since the mid-1950's,

there have been,some ups and downs relative to shifts in U.S. energy pro-

duction and use:17
4.

Coal, liquid and Natural Gas. Coal mining declined sharply from 1958-

67, then exper nced a dramatic increase up through 1977. The production

and usage of lig d and natural gas (extraction) and all crude petroleum

production foljoWed similar pattern.18 There was a period of sharp decline

from the early' 1970s, then production and usage began to increase. Employ-

ment in these areas increased about 70% between the mid and late 1970s,

while electric.utflities experienced a slightgrowth up to 1977 and then

leveled off.19 On the other hand, gas utilities employmentslevels remained

at the "same plateau in 1977, as was the, case for 1958.20

Nuclear Energy. The growth of nuclear energy-related activity has grown at a

,faster rate than the total U.S. economy.N.Nuclear related firms grew 145i,

between 1969-1978.21

. The actual numbers involved in the nuclear workfocce seem equally

as impressive.- According to the U.S. Department of.Labor, as of 1976,

just under 190,000 persons were employed in the nuclear energy industry

in the United States. These persons, were involved with work on-goingAat

approximately 71 nuclear plants, with fifty more under construction, and

many more planiled.22
.

Solar Energy. Another energy source that holds promise of increased

employment levels involves solar activity. 1,t. his been estimated that

8
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.about 22,500 worked n this area in 1978.23. At that juncture, an 86%

increase was projectd4 in this workforce, by 1981.24 Other projections

1), include a 144% increase in Research and De lopment activity by-1983.25

-Moreover, in.the commercial area, estimates' ere_for a 203% increase

8

, .

-by*this same date.26 It is. important to. note that a search of the litera-

ture uncovered no data on the subsequent accuracy .or inaccuracy of the above

projections.

Transportation. Some other related industries also show promise

of employmeht incrlimpri6Iive. to energy workforce needs. One of these-is

_ 4 °

transportation. The
,

transportation workforce was,projeated'Io

increas cause of coal ind other energy produstion, by 6,000 workers.

per yeariOuring the 'entire decade of the 1980s.27 Furthermore, trans-
,

portation employment related to.the distribution of oil and gas pro- lit

ductivil was also projected to increase substantially by 1985.28

Overall, energy and related employment 4,-projected toiincrease !Abut

14%, betweenpowand 1990, whfle-the.rest of. the employment force is

:'scheduled to incase by about 28.8%.29 The area of the greatest pro:-

jected growth, is the coal industry, which is expected to inerease.about .

A

50%.30 But as noted previously, employinent4increases in other ,energy

related" activity is projected to undergo only moderate growth.* These

0 areas ihelude cohStructionArpower plants, solar activity, coal lique-
6 '

6
'factiongeothermal and'Other energy sources. These are the prospects,

* .

now for possible solutions to the central problem of'restricted minority
i

,
..,t

?and women involv l'tp these fields.

Atit 4 AP .. 4
* a '
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Strategies For Change

Perhaps the major shortcoming of American public-' education is that

it does not adequately prepare individuals for opportunitieS tha wen

jobs'up.in.the various areas of the job market. to the extent that this

is true in general, it seems likely to be at the very least, equally as

ttrue withinNenergy and related industries.

In supplying the needed skilled workforce for energy job field

4,

the educational community has a formidable task,'if the goal is rea ly

to:' insure the most qualified and adequate workforce now and in the

a
future,:while -lessening the-barriers-that have- prevented -women and mi r

ties from obtaining a larger portion of the available jol2s in thre sectors.

.,When attempting to develop an approach or scheme that will increase

the levels of participation by women and Minorities within the

energy area one sh.t4ld keep a couple, of things uppermost in mind.

The qi&stion must be asked, are the training needs of the vast majority

of those engaged in energy and related work different from those in other

industries? The answer to this questiop is no. 31

-at

Most of thosecurrently working in energy fields possess training

that is no different from 'workers dbing 'comparable jobs in ,other industries.

The training for positions such as clerical ind sales workewS, accountants,

lAborers pndlpruchk drivers' account for the majority of the empjoyees in

energy prodqcing indUgtries.32 So energy employment training,,in,thiS

regard, is not an impossible task. On the other .hand, there is certainly

a need for:Some specialized training. Neal W. Rosenthal, Bureau of Labor

and Statistios U.SI'Department,pf Labor-recently spoke to the need in this

area :33

V
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Clearly the training of some s different and specialized
training is necessary. The Oestion that needs to be
answered here is what are these'fI)elds, how large is the

prospect for training so specialized progr'ams are not
set up which train workers far in excess of the number that
can obtain jobs.

All 41lis notwithS6nding, the consensus of authoritative'opinion

appears to focus upon education and training as the areas that provide

10

the solution. which hold the most promise of success. As a matter of fact,

some legislation has been enacted which tends to underscore education.

as the tool that can be utilized to appropriately deal with thiS problem.
. _ . _ _

The Vocational Act of 1976 is a case in point. This was the first time i

that there wash specific emphasis placed on energy relatedllpues, re-
,

quiring that funds be spent in emerging energy occuAationaT areas.-
34

Also, we mist be

needs, wyle attempti

cognizant of the fact that meeting energy workforce
.

ng to prompt appropriate levels. of participation by

minorities and:Omen, now And in the future, is not solely A fVeral,

responsibility. The States must also do their part, if this effort is to
.

be succes f Toward t,bis- end, some Mates are beginning to deal in a

serious h-energy,related opics im vocational edaationaLareas.35:,
.

Though this

authors that the typ

t a 'long overdue positive ioNplvement, it seems to piese.

;
f curricula changes needed and suggested by such

activity stands tittle chance of succeedlrig unless teacher education i-s

-Also focused upon. - Teaching personnel should be retrained and/or trained

to deal with these relatively new energy enterprises. Therefore, we aro

of the opinion that.it would not be fruitful to focus solely upon these'''.

new areas to the exclusion of curricula and.teacher preparation peocesties.

.1
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The present curricula in all occupational areas must be modified and

. remodeled with respect to skill training practices throughout the entire

formal education process In this country.

There are no pat answers about haw6to accomplish these goals. Nor

is there an easy Way out. The solution appears to lie in an extensive

energy education program. Such an effort should span from the elementary

beyond the post secondary level. Energy education should be broad in

scope. Moreover, when and where possible, it should be integrated into

the extsting curriculum.

%*
-
Infornkd Publics If this'situation is to be handled in such a way,

that maximal benefits are derived, the American public must first be sen-

sitized to the basic facts surrounding energy production and its use as

related to employment needs and practices. At present, this does not seem

to be the case. Americans must be made to understand that the under utiliza-

tion of certain segments of the energy workforce demands and collects a hig0

price. from this'society, in tennis of, le$ effic4ency and productivity and

more social and class unrest.
Y

The.problem is that many Americans have never really considered

the ramifications of such practice and/or they iiiiirrantly see 'no personal

ham" them. The key to this delimma rest in the hands of those who

guide our educational.4nstitutiOns. EdUcator. dministrators Ariot
41

the people who'can senitize and prepare ci .zeris to, be more accepting

of needed changes in this -area.

a One Writer, somewhat -less directly, recently syntnesized this over-
,

"16

4

all point of view. He put it this way:36

86
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-Programs at$6tt secondary, institutions for training
energy conservation and use technicians will require a

.

technically brbad base curriculum with flexibility of
modular instructional. materials to allow a school to "tailor"
the curriculum to meet the local and/or regional needs.

Such an approach leads 'invariably into the area of vocational guidance.

We must develop materialS ana4 approaches that place work opportunities in

energy and related industries into proper prospective.. This information

should allow studentS

of opportu

non-student populations to develop lin awareness

es in these fields versus the type of training requirements.

Specific Recommendations

-1. The public.schbols d include energy related topics
in the curriculum 0 very educational level. Preferably-

this.material should be integrated into the existing. curri-.
culum rather than fighting new curriculum battles.

Measures, strategies and/or approaChes should be designed
'to increase the inter and intra-statfiLleVels`of communicktion

.
with respect to energy related educaiTonal,,activity oeturring

in ,public education.

In this way,.. state and local officials will be able to desigp

and tailor programs that meet their specific needs for skilled

personnel in energy areas.

3. tiblicY makers" should en ct laws that prompt those within
institutions of higher° duCation to develop and /or modify

existing teacher traini programs so as to. train pro

spective teachers or to etrain those already in -the field

to be more effective 'an efficient in teaching, energy malt

e,,

44"

I

4. Key personnel from.the educational. agencies within this.State

'should develop ways and methods whereby energy education
1

..

efforts can be enhanced. ,-
1/4.4

, -ti 4.

405. Policy makers, in conjunction with edational agencies thi.ough-4'

out the State, should devetlop a comprg ensive plan including

funding for the developmenttofenergy educatiopyrogams that 4) 4

.will help,to meet the State s'manpower needs in.energy. and

related industries. . .

.
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6. Politicians, through tax incentive and other methods,
should attempl,to influencedpnergy and related industry
employers to get on with thtejob of identifying their
future needs, as well as clearly describing the tasks '

involved at all levels of energy related industrial processes, .

so that appropriate skills and competencies can be taught at
education and training institutions.

I/

7. Partnershil) participants, (energy employers, eduCatio al
institutions and students) should develop exemplary mo el
energy workforce programs so that this information can be

gr disseminated on as state -wide basJs.

8. Partnership participants shoUladevelop and/or sponsor forums,.
workshops etc., at the federal, state, and local levels to
develop an awareness among individUal citizens and
citizen groups about the need for:Oreparing for jobs in
energy and related areas.

I
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APPENDIX IV

ENERGY EDUCATION INSTITUTE

COOPERATIVE DEVELOPMENTAL ENERGY .PROJECT

TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSIIN

STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING

JANUARY 10, 1984

TSU-DOWNTOWN CAMPUS

MINUTES

The Cooperative DevelopMental Energy Steering Committee

convened for a working breakfast at 7:30 a.m., January 10,

1984, at TSU's Downtown_ Campus. Chairman Francis Guess

called the meeting to order and welcomed all in attendance.

Those attending were: Mr. Isiah Sewell, Dr. Arie

Halachmi, Dr. Peter Consacro, Mr. Chuck Howell, Mr. Lee

Muntz, Mr. Bob GardneroAr. Steve Norris, Mr. Tom Green,

Mr. Leslie Enoch,,Mr. Ken Nye, Dr. Ed Cullum, Dr. John

Crothe s, Dr. James Farrell, Mr. Walter Hunt, Ms. Dbrothy

Lockridge, Dr. Mohan Malkani, Dr. John Masten, Dr.

Wendolyn Bell, Ms. 'I.aura Purswell, and Ms. Betty Cochran.

minutes.of the October 18, 1984, Steering Committee

meeting were approved as mailed to members. Chairman Guest

shared with _.the committee his "commitment to and

encouragement for this projeCt lo be.housed and conducte

through the auspices of Tennessee State University's Energy

Education Institute, not only in his position ill state

: 4*- :,,11016.4
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government, but also as an alumnus of TSU. He stated, that

he had shared with the Governor au overview of this project

and that the Governor sent his best wishes and

encouragement. .-yr

Dr. Halachmi presented an up-to-date report on the

progress of the project. Attention was focused on the

meeting packets containing:

* A resolution that was adopted by the Tennessee
Legislative Black Caucus which will be considered
in the General Assembly during this legislative
session. The project will then have the
endorsement of the state assembly for- the basic
objectives of this effort.

* A flyer which was distributed in an effort to
collect information for the purpose of the final
report and also the registration form which is
being provided to students to encourage them to
indicate attendance at the energy career symposium
scheduled for February 24, 1984, / at Tennessee
State University.

4 -N

* A position paper developed by Dr. Halachmi on
directions and purposes of the Cooperative
Developmental Energy Project.

* A brochure describing the project.

Dr. Halachmi reiterated that the constituencies the project

is seeking to segue are students enrolled in higher

education. Dr. Halachmi then, turned the meeting over to

Mr... Isiah Sewell, Propiam Manager from the Department of

Energy in Washington, to share with' the committee the

thinking' in Washington--how DOE sees the future of the

project and. what the expectations are, as far as the

subsequent findings and. 'subsequent ..development ,of the

project.

S
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The following related pdints were made by Sewell:

* The office he works in is the Office of Minority
Economic Impact which is an advisory office, to the
Secretary of the Department of Energy.

* As an advisory office, the purpose of this
office is to develop recommendations to \the
Secretary which would improve institutional \and
minority business participation ,in ene gy
activities nationwide.

* This of ^as established because of the lack
of p: .icipation by minority educational
institutions in main line R D activities within
the Department of Energy. Mostly, the research
work or grants don0 by minority institutions fall
into the support service areas and .not into the
hard, basic R D energy sciences and engineering
activities.

.

* The Cooperative Developmental Energy Program was
developed and designed tobeithe primary leading

. edge of joint , agreements between minority
busianesses, private busineses, and educational
institutions where they would develop fort

themselves the type projects the feel would!'

develop into long-lasting relatio hips between
the institution and the industry. The program was
designed into phases with the Department of Energy
funding primarily the first phase, which is the

. phase that will allow the "partners" to get
together and work out for themselves what type of
aeiangementsthey-feel would be -profitable. The
emphasis in the first phipes, from the Department
of Energy's standpoint, as to assure that the
participating partners, the members of industry,
the members of the mino y business community and
the members 'of the minority institution,,,Apt A
good feel and feel comfortable among themselves in
developing options that would be. mutually
profitable over a long period!. During the first
phase, the partiolipating partners are to come up
with a list of one or more recommendations .with
which they Are ready to go forwtrd.

* The Department of Energy is in a position to

particfipate to some degree in the secdild phase of
the project. The am aunt of funding would be. '

negotiated. There are funds in the FY85 budget
for the four-Phase I schools who are "competing"

fil

for the amount.of Chase II funding. The level o
the Phase II funding is not certain, but is

sufficient to provide limited funding.to 2 or 3 o
the four schools.

94
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* Funding prospects are good if one or.more of the
schools developedtprograms that were ready to move
in FY84.

* The Department's position is that they are
_looking forprpjects that would develop a joint
relationship between- InduStry, whether it is

minority industry or non-minority, and the
minority institution-is geared more toward what is
referred to as the program areas of DOE, rather
than the support areas.

In conclusion, Mr. Sewell stated that yiv Cooperative

Developmental Energy PrOgram out of his office has been

listed in the President's portfolio of projects that .00w

cooperation with the private sector, so there is interest at

the White House to see that the. program moves forward.

There is interest at the Secretary's office within the

Department of Energy, and of"course, there is interest at

the Office Director- level -14i...thin:the 'particular group of

-Minority Economic Impact. He,felt thatthe program has the

potential of developing into a major activity that will

provide minority educational institutions and hopefully will

have another round if Congress will go along with the funds

for another first- phase where additional schools or

additional projects within, individual Schools. can. .

participates This will provide the Opportunity for a

structurally sound ReseAch and Development program in many

of the, minority educational institutitons sa they can attract

better teachers, .students, and, working with the industry,

develop those projects and those ideas that will provide for.

long-lasting This thethe focus of the

program and how DOE intends to participate., The DOE
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presence as the project moves into the second, third, and
3

fourth year will probably be less and less. At that time,

the 'partnership should'. be well along and the confidence
,

level between the primary partners should be sufficient s6

that the federal' -preAnce would be minimal unless the

partners were working on a particular project that fell into

the main line R & D effort of DOE. Then the relationship of

the project may not necessarily be with the Minority

Economic ImpaCt Office, but with the Assistant Secretary

within DOE that would be sponsoring that particular R &'D

effort.

Dr. Crothers, State Director of ' High Technology

Development, asked Mr. Sewell for his-opinion in respect to
141,

,this. Phase I pl anning of. the TSU project._ Mr. tepekl

answered that he .felt there 'is a well-balaliced advisory

group that has shown a commitment to working on' this

project. The potential. is great with respect to the

participation' and the representation on the Steering

Committee. It has all the ingredients of being a tremendous

success. The proof will be the'Phase 1 Report and the draft

of' arrangements that a40, developed during Phase .I and' the

amount of commitment (not to mean verbal commitment, but

actual commitment of resources, time, and yndividual's

efforts) by those' participating member's. This is .what DOE

will be looking for when a decision is made ,on the

continuing -participation by the Department of Energy and the

potential for this particular project. There are enough

6
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ingredients and resources in Telpessee for TSIJ to' come up

with one-of the. better. cooperative programs.. Not only does

..
Tennessee. State University have the resources here, but 4

4.1-:-.1
, .

i
t

there is TVA, a r major /, energy activitY, Oak. Ridge

Laboratories, and othef energy
*
research activities withiq

the state, as well aq. utilitieS, gas and electric, end.

others thaticould participate in the project.

Mr. Sewell indicated that it is'very important that at

the end of Phase Iihere be some firm commitments on one or

more speCifi activities:.i.That is basically what, DOE will so.,

a, 4
be--looking to see. A firm commitment en ones or. more

activities. rather than a general commitment to seek out

additional opportunities. Beyond DOE's original notions.of

immediate short-range sources that applied to minorities in

the energy field, the program is now concerned with movement

beyond that to impacting the University with continuing)

education and academic progiamming that will leall to

something more than jast support services for minority

- institutions.

)4r. _Sewell stated that this is the program's goal..

DOE is not against meeting short-range objectives, but what-

the Department would like to see is the type of relationship

1 developed by industry in this area and the school, so that

there. would be a continuing relationship where the school is

providing part of the research needs of the indtstry and the

industry is providing resources to the school both in r

-N
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manpower and funds to keep their educational program
.

developing.
%

Dr. Halachmi aske'to what extent4DOE would be in a'

position to- support he development of Mast(ers or Ph.D.

program iii an energy-Olated activity at the school. Mr.

Sewell replied that/funding could be provided, but he was

not sure about the achltinistrative commitment on a long-term

basis. There is always the matter of annual appropriation.

If the commitment was developed, it would be on a one-year

appropriation basis. It could be long-term in that one or

more of the' assistant Secrotarileg within the Department may

determine that they wanted to develop a long-term working

relationship with TSU., They could enter into multi -year

contracts or yearly ones. It is possible to enter into

multi-year contracts, not just to develop'graduates, but to

perform a research,' mission out of which gradUates would

come. So, in this program DOE has the flexibility to tailor,

it *to just about anything 'the industry and the institution

wants. DOE is not trying to force anyone into a mold. DOE

is allowing TSU to.work put whatever is the best arrangement

for the industry and TSU. DOE can fit into that. Of

course, you have to remember that there is 'going to be

competition for the ,available funds. The cooperative

arrangement is critical. There must besjoint arrangement4

whgre on interface between the industry and the institution

can be an on-going process whede everyone' is in a win

situationiF It is not a give-away or buy-out program-.
li

ft.
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Cooperation is essential in this program.

In summary' Mr. Guess gave the following outline: TSU .

and the Steering Committee members entered into this venture

for the purpose of determining what strategies could be

developed to address the shortage of minorities in

energy-related industries.

(1) Bringing together -a group` of'people.next. month at

the energy careers symposium for the purpose of finding

out why this shortage exists and what can be done to

address .the shortage.
N

(2) Fromthere, we are-looking beyond that point to

determine activities which may spring from that

symposium discussion in which TSU as on educational

entity under the auspices of\the-SBR may participate.

Then, the next vestion would be is there agy interest

on the part of TSU to get. involved?

Dr. Crowell, Vice President for Academic ,Affairs,

stated that TSU is very muchinterested in.embarking on the

new ideas, new concepts, and new relationships between TSU

and industries. In those energy-rejated 'areas, he felt very

strongly.that TSU-' is the institution that has all the

ingredients to fulfill the commitment and provide quality
4

programs.

4

4'
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Dr. Peter Consacro, State Board of Regents, stated

that the :State Board of.Regents 'is supportive of this type
6

of commitment.

)

Mr. (Aless commented`thip the opportunities are opening

for us to look head And to pledge support.

\

Mr. Gardn r stated that Shell Oil expects good people

to be prbduced from this project.

Mr, Leslie Enoch indicated-that Nashville Gas has a

4

cooperative agreement with TSU and Tennessee Tech at the

undergraduate level at present and is looking at higher

levels of management to. be supportive of this project's-
,

activities.

Dr. CTothey inquired as to Dip time frame for writing

proposals. What is the likelihood that-TSUJ could meet the

, mandates of the Tennessee Higher Eduction Commission in

documenting the need for 'leo,/ programs or if there is a

provision for an emergency approval of an experimental

prdgram? ' What are the'constraInts that.TSU would have in-

producintg all the documentation that is required for THEC to

approve new arrangements?

Dr. Consacro responded that th-6 answer to that depends

upon the nature of the progr

working on existing progr

that is, built. If TSU were

atic structures and sitply

enhancing those through new configurations, coursework, and

programs, that is onq thing. If TSU was, beginning an
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entirely new academic program, thlit is another problem, and

'the time fames vary considerably in the approval prOcess

for those two distinct structures.

Dr. Crothers asked Dr. Consacro if he felt optimistic.

that if a body of industrial leaders and TSU leaders, city

and state leaders should band together to state. that

Tennessee needs sdMething*which could be provided through

TSU, that we could anticiptte that TUC would be responsive.

4

Dr. Consacro indicated he didn't want to anticipate

what THEC would do., but that TSU and the SBR obviously' would

work with the Commission and Dr. Brown and his, support,/

staff. Dr. Consacro Yurther remarked that TSU is an

essential public, institution. in the Nashville ajea.

Concerning the SBR governing body, its view is that TSU

assume more and more of the research that goes ,hand -in -hand

with beingbeing the principle public institution in this area.

So in that regard, when speaking about its mission and the

support that th,e SBR would . bring to a misstdn- related

program, it needs'to'be emphasized that the SBR believes

that it 'is an essential.MI4sion, that it is a problem which

should be a primary concern to public institutions in middle

Tennessee.

Dr. Sewell stated that the dgmeement 4s to be

"
between the institution and the departments from an DOE

standpoint, but in selecting Tennessee State University; of

course, DOE must insure that the institution has a basis to

101
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work with, so as a general rule, DOE would not expect the

\need for an entirely new program. Mr. Sewell indicated
e

*
that on August 30, 982, Dr. Humphries sent a letter to the

1

4P
Minority Impact Off ce director inquiring about the types. of

,

" r

0

activities TSU felt it would like to engage in that were

interrelated. Dr. Humphries wrote that the areas of

.research in energy-related fields at TSU would include five

basic classes of research: (1) solar energy long-range

goat which would cover one of the major programs (Solar

renewable sources has been identified in the national energy

plan as one of priority); (2) geothermal energy design,

another major program in the renewable area; (3) material

science, mathematics, geosciences . and biological sciences

impact on nuclear engineering; (4) reduction of waste in

energy consumption, increasing efficiency of equipment and

conversion distribution consumption through TVA, Nashville

Gas and NES, and (5)'characterization and identification of

hazards, specifically' related tq transportation, and.the

effects of hazardous materials in the environment.

Mr. Sewell felt- that, with the letter' from Dr.

Humphricies and the general background of the University, DOE

)

would' anticipate it would not regLire "a major new effort"

particulatly if the sprogrfims in which industry has an

interest fit under any of these five areas which. are broad'

areas and ipAtty important in the energy: ield and to DOE.

DOE is in a "negotiating position" with TSU.' TSU, competed

in the initial phase of the process and therefore has

I

102 4
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kalready met the 'competitive criteria. FrOm this'point
,

forward, the relationship 'between DOE and TSU is .on a

negotiating' basis, which means there are no cut points where

a decision must be made. The time period becomes one of

funding more than anthilig else, because DOE normally commits

up to 90% of its fun4ing for each fiscal year within the
YX

first six months.

Dr. Halachmi inquired as ..to how much money was

involved, because he did not have that figure. Mr. Sewell'

responded that there is no dollar amount set aside for this

activity and the reason for this is that DOE is talking

about a sectetarial level program where the DOE budget is

available and the Secretary` nakes a determination based on

the proposal which, armed within the Department, will fund

that particular progrlm on the level of ttat funding. One

level down is the Office of Economic Minority Impact which

as a small operational program whose mission is togistimulate

and develop this interest. This office's request is low and

won't be known Atil the President submits. the budget

report. °The level is such, that if DOE furipled 2-or 3 Phase

II programs, DOE would probably be talking in the same range

of funding as funded i1or Phase I. .Ddt has 'a $13 billion

dollar budget('

a

Dr. Halachmi asked if we could assume that if TSU came

to DOE with a program where it could justify the cost of the

program that such a program wo ld have a reasonable, chan

Mr. Sewell replied that ould if such a program meets

103
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the DOE requirements and if it is recommended by himself, as

'program manager, to Mrs. Do the Assistant Secretary

or equivalent, and if ,she ug t the program. is ,good

and makes a recommendation to the Secre,ta7iy.
I. "At

ti

Dr. HalachMi indicated lie would like to know what kind

of arrangements are 'feasible from:theiyvstry's point of

view. What ideal R f, D arrangements or student training

internships are desired and affordable? This doesn't mean

that there is a commitment from TVA or Shell, but what sort

of arrangement should be sought, so that it will meet the

requiremen s of DOE and also be consistant with the

training, eaching, and development needs of the University.,

Mr. Gardner of Shell Oil Co. indicated that there are

a lot of ways the corporation can join with the University.

One way might be to set up and 'conduct, a one-two week

orientation program where a student works with the

corporation for just a short time with pay, to get involved

and see what is going on, and to become involved in the

action to introduce the student to the company. Then the

student might go back the senior year and be able to relate

to those things that he has been involved in and get the

kind -of job assignment wanted. There are all kinds of

different arrangements. Mr.. Gardner stated that most of

the things done in his company are done at the head office

level, all-the recruiting is done at the head office. level.

In the Nashville area so many of the major oil companies

104
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Just have district or branch offices, so it is difficult to

get in on the recruiting.

Dr. Halachmi asked what would be a good strategy to

use to obtain mailing lists of companies that would send or

receive information on R & D interests. Mr. Sewell replied

tnaillIlin the case of 'the federal government, the Federal,..

Register is the place to find out what research grants are

available. This is not available from private industty.A

Dr. Halachmi asked that if the purpose of the DOE

funding is to see that TSU faculty will be more involved in

energy-related research, what woui be the best way to \find

out what kind of issues energy corporations are interested

in answering. Some of them are dealing in so called basic

reasons in other aspects. These personnel regulations that

were mentioned are the sort of things in which our fac'ulty

can participate and provide a meaningful contribution and in

turn contribute to the quality of teaching on campus by

involving students and so forth. The question is "What is a

good strategy to combat this issue?" There needs to be some

kind of communication process between the industry and the

University. What would be ithe best process?

Dr. Wedolyn Bell, Dean ofAthe School of Arts &

Sciences, remarked that "this part of the discussion seemed

to emphasize that there does not have to be twin

relationships, for instance, between the University'and

Shell and the University and TVA. What these gentlemen have
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been highlighting is that the nature of the company or the

nature:of the industry varies. This greatly broadens the

obportunity for different kinds of arrangements. Three

basic ingredients have been stated that we need: (1)

preservice involvement of students; (2) a current proposal

to better place students who graduate; and (3) a research

componeril." .

Masten, Dean of the School of Business, added that

TSU has MBA programs at night with 'Students from NES both

part-time and full-time and students from TVA on. a part-time
.*

basis. There are courses in computers, too. Dr.

indicated his desire to promote the.part-time.enr era in

this MBA program. Why'can't thI TSU faculty be involved in

a researc related activity that is funded in the energy

&

field at' the graduate level and at the same time"companies

might have individuals who want to move along in the

organization who need an MBA level program? They could take

independent research courses which would involve assisting a

faculty member in an energy-related project. It seems these

kinds of arrangements need to be looked at.

Chuck Howell, District Admipistrator of TVA, commented

that they feel lucky at TVA-to have a fairly new cooperative

umbrella
111-

agreement with TSU. The focus, thus far, has been

on some high technology framework and theme is-a budding

project called the "Nashville Project" that TVA is very

excited about which entails start -up training, high

technology training, and an incubation center for new

t (
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industry. He stated that he had high expectations that the

next few years will be highly succes-sfte with this

arrangement with TSU, SBR, and other parties. Mr. Howell

la indicated 'that he had used this Steering Committee

assignment to go back to TVA and attempt to focus attention

on the opportunity that this presents for other contractual

work and that he was glad to say that, as of last Friday, it

is beginning to pay off. TVA will be arranging a meeting

soon with the science department and the chief of TVA's

technical program in Muscle Shoals, Alabama, to reach some

type of arrangement so that TVA can do so e biological

'esting on some of their reservoirs. Fromt s this starting

point, TVA and TSU can enhance those opportunities and also

look at therlemploymtnt side through an existing co-op

program and TVA's active recruitin; in some.specialities.

As many know, TVA has reduced its work force the last couple

of years by some 17,000 people, but there are still 37,000

people employed at TVA. There are still some employment

needs. lie stated that TVA has a very strong affirmative

action program and that TVA is looking at these kinds of

opportunities to open some doors. However, the needs are

not like they were five years ago and TVA will have to be

more demanding for specific skills that they can put into

the work place. There are opportunities, but not by the

same roads as a few years ago. He felt confident that this

Cooperative Developmental ergy Project is a vehicle which

TVA can use and the contractual arrangement with TSU will

facilitate the continuing workletween the two parties.
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Ms. Dorothy LOckridge, Director of th'e Student

Development Center, added that Dr. Halachmi had lited. one

item in developing relations with industry as the use of

cooperative education. This was one of the reasons he had

asked a representative of career development services to sit

.41r
in on this committee meeting. She stated that her office

was willing to work with the prvate sector in providing

training opportunities for TSU students .because of this

.student training point.

)

objectives. As pointed out earlier, it was the arrangement

Dr. Malkani, Associate Dean of the Engineering School,

added that he thought there wasp a need to go a step ahead.

Right now, assurance had been sought, but that there. was a

need to get DOE and industry's viewpoint about the

possibility of what research can be done if TSU is fundOO

do a prWect.

Mr. Sewell indicated that DOE, in developing the

f

current Cooperative Developmental Energy Project agreelt,

outlined DOE's objectives. However,fDOE would aft want TSU

and related industry to gear projects toward DOE's

between the industry and the institution. If TSU's

objectives don't fit DOE's, that is fine. TSU uld go

.ahead with its objectives. DOE is large enough th t there

is something in DOE that could fit TSU's objectives* Don't

let DOE's needs drive die agreements between TSU and
k

4 industry. The needs of the two parties must drive the

agreement. What DOE is lo9king for is structural

-A
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improvement at minority, institutions so that they 'can

compete for the routine DOE funding opportunities.
.

Unfortunately, too often wh6 Na solicitation goes out for

university .grants and the proposals come in, on the
N

selection list of SO -6U universities and colleges, few, if

*any,. are_ minority institutions. .DOE needs to develo0

programs to assist minority institutions so that they can
4AV

become competitive. Wen the institution starts with the

other efforts, it is going to build its overall capability

so that when the normal DOE solicitations go out -for $6

million in grants awarded for geothermal research, '$40

million in high -energy physics, 'etc, there will be some

mino -ity inst ;ions who wiYl receive part of these funds

also. At p9int, DOE will have,itsatisfied the .

\
requirement or the_ need for greater participation by

.()

minoritieyr in all of. its activities.

Mr1. Nye added that both Mr. Sewell and Dr. Halachmi.

had prol.de the committee with a couple of frameworks for

the energy conference on February 24. The 11. f, D

relationship has at least two avenues. First, the direct

relationshi9 back and forth in terms of what each company

and what faculty and staff are interested in researching

it
joihtly. Second, is the opportunity for the cooperative

agreement to involve all sorts of other training effofis';

such as employees with a company:rturning to school,-:TSU

students .enjoyipg some opportunities to engage with company

employees at their work sites, faculty exchanges and compny

- 109
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employees serving as faculty members and engaging in R f, D

efforts on campus.

Dr. Halachmi stated that TSU is a great institution

and we want to thank DOE for all its help In the past which

allowed the University to compete with other institutions to

develop. its capacities in the area of energy education. The

TSU situa'tibn resembles that of a sophisticated airplane.

To show- its flying capabilities it needs a runwai which is

long enough to bring its engines to-full thrust for takeoff.

It also interesting to note that while the real potential

of the airplane is only recognized when, it has reached full

cruising altitude, most of its fuel is consumed during the

The Uniyersity needs' the resources for such a

takeoff from DOE. Only then can the full academic and

research potential of the institution be realized.

Mr. Tom Green stated that it is the experience of

Nashville Electric Service that the quality of students from

TSU is improving-vastly. Five years ago TSU students could

not 4ompete with students from other - schools, but today they

can. He suggested that the instituion make the move to do

these kinds of things together to make TSU a great academic

institution as well as a great football
tinstitution:

Mr. ,Guess expressed appreciation for every, member's

attendance and adjourned the meeting.

t
d.
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INTRODUCTION

This proposal recommends the establishment of -the

Center for Energy Education and Development at Tennessee

State University. The Center will be housed within the

Division of Continuing Education, Extension, and Public
4V

1

Service-q the University.. -The Center will have tree

. primary missions. It will serve as the universit; contact'

pointlo.and liaison with '.-the energy industry- and -ehose

federal-) , state, and Loctil agencies concerned with energy

research, development, aiii0 traVning. The Center will /

'provide. faculty member and students with necessary
t,7

. .

information to facilitate',. energy-related' programs of

,)

research and training h ch:linvolve several disciplinary and \\

c,,,\ administrative units on 4ampus. The--\tenter will also

'2\involve faculty and students in energy-related programs of

public service and student development in the region served

by the University.

The pro sed Center is incline with the University's

five-year str tebc plan and will be instrumental as part of

the overall orts to achieve a variety of goals in the

areas of research, development, public service, and student

I

development. The Center will not. change the already

existing organizational structure, academic progAams, or

budget of the University. Rather, it will sanction an

existing operation which began ci\n\ia temporary basis ,

evolved over a period of three years, and now can be made
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ipto an on-going organization to gather anddisseminate

information and to plan and implement activities related to

energy research, instruction, public service, and student
,

development. The Center would not assume the

responsibilities nor replace ) the desire of academic

departments, schools, or other administrative units to

initiate and k carry. out energy-rel.aee4 projects. It would

disseminate informatioh to assure that research, training,

and service opportunities a/e not lest or overlooked, and
3. that those who plan to carry, out a., project in one area, such

as research, are fully aware of the potential and the

capacity
of the University to accoMpany such 4n effort with

/

related training, student development, or public s)rvice

programs.

'Rationale and Description of Existing Need

During the implementation of the Cooperative

Developmental Energy project with Department of Energy (DOE)

in 1983/84 it became evident that there are numerous entry

points to the University for public ,and private

organiza4ons concerned with energy. Those include, among

others, the Office of the Presidenti the offices of the

Vices,Presidents, the various academic school Deans, the
4

offices of Department Heads, the Energy Education Institute,

the Center for Career Development and other units in student

affairs. Various energy-related organizations and companies

may contact one of -these entry points' and inform the

113
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V

University of possibilities for financial aid to students;

research proposals sought from 'our faculty; internships and

cooperative-education work arrangements for students;

summer employment opportunities for students and faculty;

or the availability of grants to provide or ta cooperate

with other organiations to provide education, economic
0

development, research, ,or training services to the

community.

Under the Listing arrangements, each university offie

is free to take any action it deems necessary with little or

no coordination with other administrative or academic units.

If the office receiving -information happeris to hold a

salient interest in this area, the response may be extremely

positive. Howevqr, if, upon receiving the-communication,

the office is overloaded with work that takes a higher

pri-oriiy, the project may receive less than the utmost

attention or the office may fail ye refer it to another unit

for its consideration or collaborative effort. The

University may lose an opportunity to enhance the welfare of

4

its students, faculty, or its financial affairs because of

this uncoordinated approach. Recently an office iof the

University received a request from an industrial company for

a student to fill a-summer internship, but due to various

year-end activities, the response to that request was

'delayed. As a result a Tennessee, State University student

did not receive the internship. Itikewisefollowing the

Symposiumon Energy Careers for Minorities held in Febrd'ary,

114
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1984", several corp9rations approached the University about
1

student employment. The univorsitj offices contacted were

either unable to respond in a timely 'fashion, or failed to

communicate the information to other offices better equipped (

to respond. The loss of summer employment for University

students may mean a ossin enrollment the next ,fall, in

addition to future la ses in job placement opportunities for

graduates, eventual alumni support, and possible research,

training, or service contracts with these corporations. It

is counter-productive for the University to encourage

industry to cooperate at special conferences and through

other special projects while isolated offices of the

University discourage these associations by long delays or

total lack of response to industry interests in

agreements.

cooperative

Outside organizations and agencies cannot always

identify the "right" office to which' to address their'

communications. EaCh office is not, nor can it be, full X'

informed about research, consulting, training, and interests

of faculty and students in other university units. Each

unit tends to guard its own self interests, causing the

University to miss important opportunities for growth and

development. The appro4chiqg company may interpret a

delayed response as a basic lack.of enthusiasm or interest

on the part of the University as A whole. If an

organization is greeted with discouragement on its initial

contact, it is unlikely that it would make a serious second

115
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attempt. Whet future opportunities arise, the University

may not be considered at all. For example, TVA awarded a

grant to another rate university in the region to establish

a center for energy and environment and in another case ,

awarded a lgrant that was earmarked for support of an

historically black institution to a black institution which

is not %%Fen in the region served by TVA. A possible

exelanation for this action s that IIVA's officials received

the wrong impression =abou the University's interest in

energy and environmental 'education from a much earlier

energy-related project with the University which did not get

off the ground. In general, though, Organizations like TVA

need to have one point of contact with the institution where
1

they can be asured of responsiveness and accountability

10,

relative to their interests.

By establishing the Center for Energy Education and

Development, Tennessee State University will ,create a

clearing house for all the information that is reaching or

leaving the campus about energy- related activities. Since

the Division of Continuing Education, Extension, and ,Public

Service is a planning, development, and service unit whiCh

works, with all academic schools and administrative units,

the Center will be housed in the institution's organization

where it can encourage interdisciplinary cooperation among

the academic schools, their department, and other

university units: In this capacity the Center will permit

the University to better respolid to any emerging
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opportunity. The Center will provide external bodies with a

clear point of contact to approach the University about

energy-related activities and ideas. It will. provide the

University with an effective mechanism to disseminate such

information to all the administrative and academic units or

.
faculty' and students that can assist the University in

taking advantage of emerging opportunities. By alerting 1

F

individual faculty members, administrative add academic

units, and the student body to o tions, and by facilitating

contacts with the community, i dustry, and government, the
4

Center will enhance the University's ability to meet its

objectives in the areas of research, training, 'public

service, and student development. In particulal, the Center
#will assure an in-house of all opportunities-nd

- promote a follow -up process to assure that no opportunity,-

related to e ergy will-be missed.

Current research on successful cooperation between

industry and academia emphaisiiies---- importance of the

personal contacts among individuals of both parties. The

Center will Allow the University to cont i ue to.deveLop and

to expand these personal c tacts between its faculty and
I

staff and the perksonnel various 4nergy-related agencies
t

and organizati&s. Personalizing the nature of the contacts

with these ganizations will create even:mare opportunities

for the Unive sity in research, training, public

and student d velopment.

ift
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Organization Missions)._ and Fundinil

The attached diagrams provide a graphic summary of the

conceptual approach for organizing the Center's functions
)

aCd relationships with industry, governmental agencies, and

tile community. Each of t e three circles in diagfams 2 and

3 represent, an area of acti ties and sub goals. They three to,

areas i-search, training/instruction, service --1K

correspond the main objectives of 'MU as'a public ana an

Airdran, land-grat university. .The different activi\ies )7d

the sub-goals within each of those)areas are not indepe

tacit other. As indicated by the various arrows, the

activit es which work toward the subgoals in each area

benefit) andiacilitare-the activities, and the aFhievement of
;

the goals in the eother- two. In many cases the 'relationship

of the different activities may be synergistic. Therefore,

the integrative administrative structure of,the Center will.

produce More effective and efficient actidn than the

currently existing fragmented approach. For example, if the

Univvrsit0 planaed a public service project on energy,

conservation, it would also develop the in-house expertise

of the faculty ehrough targeted research& academic credit
.1

and non credit teaching activities, training, and 'student

dev(.9.opient'opportuniti . Faculty would also involve their

students in their on-going Tearch, thereby encouraging

them to consider energy-r4lated careers. Each program will

combine achievements-in instruction, resevch, and service.

118
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CONCEPTUAL DIAGRAM
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Job and Training Information
Academic Programs
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DIAGRAM 2
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Placement Assistance

ENERGY
INDUSTRIES

GOVERNMENT
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Training Programs
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STATE'AND LOCAL AGENCYGENCIES,
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The Center for Energy Education and Development will

enhance the development of activities in energy instruction,

research, and.service,. The Center will provide :a balanced

approach to meet.the goals of all three mission areas of the
.

University without sacrificing or neglecting any one of

them. Each year the Center will plan specific activities to

achieve the xelevant sub-goals of instruction, research, and

service.

As a unit within the Division ofContinuing 'Education,

Extension, . and Publii Service!, the Center for Energy

Education Nand Development will report to the Office tof the.

Vice-President for Continuing Education. Thrloh that

office the Center-will communicate with the offices of the

other vice-presidents and the administrative or academit

units that report to them. An ad-hoc arrangement for

programmatic reporting to all the involved officials will 'be

developed for the duration of each'joint pxoject, such as

the currently proposed program to involve School of Business

students in the management of.petroleum service stations and

to involve the School of Engineering in research on leakage

from'undergr und gasoline storage tanks.

A faculty.advisory committee will maintain an on-going,

active dialogu among the different schools involved in

energy-related a tivities. Members of the committee-will be

appointed by 't e various Deans and will serve as liaisonl

between each of,t a Schools and the Center. They will

provide the Cent r with information aboue on-going or

VG
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planned,ativities of energy-related research,.training, or

public service in their areas. They will also share

knowledge of-the capacity or interest their colleagues to j

conduct energy-related projects. In this way, the advisory

committee will help the different schools make the most out

of the talent and expertise that is,ayailable on campus.

The .committee may also serve to
4
encourage faculty

participation the various activities that will' be

initiated and carried out. under the .auspices of the Center.

As illustrated Diqgram No.1, the interaction and the

relationships between the' Center and the various

administrative. and academic-units on Campus will fall into

one of three categories:
ta,

a.Direct responsibility--for projects and activities

that will be tarLied out as part of the Center

activities with'the advice of a Steering Committee

composed of appointed government,' industry, and

community representatives.

I

b. Information exchange and coordination through a

Faculty Advisory ComMittee and through direct contacts

with the Office of Research dnd Development, Student

Affairs, Business Affairs, and other administrative

offices. ctivites,will. supplement and parallel

the regular communication between the different offices

and schools to facilitate adequate response to emerging

opportunities.

I

1'
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c. Joint -projects.--with a particulai School,

Department, or University Office for carrying out

project or activity of mutual interest.

Contingent on the availapility of additional outside

funding support, the 'Center will initially consist of a

part-time director v'io holds'a regular academic appointment,

a part-time assistant. and a full-time secretary. The exact

amount of funding that will be allocated for the Center's

management will depend upon the scope of the planned

activities. of the Center for a given semester. 'Or program

year. It is expected that the Center will be self

sufficient and seek funding to underwrite its- operational

expenses through. grants and contracts from government

agencies as well as from cooperative agreements with

energy- related industries and organizations. The Center

will negotiate such' agreements and allocate such funds in

each budget proposal.

A minimum level of support will be guaranteed by the

University when outside funding is temporarily unavailable.

The Director will, receive release time equivalent to one

three-hour graduate course per semester\ for the

administration of the Center and the development of fudding

and cooperative agreement opportunities.- This time will be

counted" as approved public service and 'research when

calculating and', evaluating the regular work load in_the

director's academic school or department. The Division of ,

Continuing Edcation, Extension,, and Public Service will

127-
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provido additional administrative and secretarial support as

needed.

l7
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POSITION PAPER

ON DEVELOPING

COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS

FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS

WITH ENERGY-RELATED INDUSTRIES

APPENDIX VI

0

The Energy Educatlion'Institute has determined through

the 'Energy Careers Symposium held in February 1984, that

there is a need to identify promising students, espediall5r

qualified minorities and 'women who wish to prepare for"

employment and business careers in the energy industry.

They need special programs to help them prep re for such .

careers. The Energy. Educationi Institute recommends

developing cooperati agriements with comPan which

produce or distribute electricity, gas, oil, co or those

that operate-%-bther energmftelated businesses, to provide

.internships, graduate fellowships, and subsequent employ:bent

ti

opportunities for students.

Needs Msessment

The 1980 Census reveals that while college graduat's

of the,labor force nationwide, they compriseaccount for 17t

"only 12% of the labor forge Tennessee. Although 56.P 6% of

the. Tennessee labor force is employed in -manufactuting
*

.0

4

r,e \\

.

trade, services,.and mining, which is within one percent of,

the national average, the state is significantly behind the

national average in the,Tercentage of college graduates.

129
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE
4

The lack of advanced professional education may explain

the lower. .value added per employee rate in Tennessee in

comparision with the hational figures, as illustrated in,,,the

chemical and electrical/electronic industries in the

following tables.

1977 EMPLOYMENT AND VALUE ADDED IN THE CHEMICAL INDUSTRY

Tennessee

SIC
Group Product

281 Industrial gas, chlorine, pigMents,
inorganic, phosphorous, etc. 17,700 33.4

282 Plastics, cellulose, synthetic fibers 19,800 i
37.4...

283 Drugs 2,800 ,,, 5.3
284 Soap and cosmetics 1,600 3.0'
285 Patnts, lacquers, etc. 600 1.1
286 , Industrial organic chemicals 6,400 12.1
287 Agricultural chemicals and insecticides 1,500 2.8
289 Miscellaneous: adhesives, explosives, ink 2,600 4.9

Total Chemicals 53,000 100.0

Percent of
. Seqtor

Employment . Employment

I

Value Added per Employee

Tennessee United States

.

656,362 558,975
-- 30,419 49,891

58,286 63,554
60250 84,294
20,833 45,950
33,125 84,261
71,067 70,647
32,731 46,021

42,938 64,441

4

1977 EMPLOYMENT AND VALUE ADDED IN THE ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC INDUSTRY7 (.

Tennessee

SIC
Group Product

Percent of Value Added per Employee
Sector

Employment Employment Tennessee United States

.361. Transmission equipment and switchgttar 1,000 2.6 ID/ 28,932
362 Electrical equipment for and try 7,100 18.6 26,366 28297
363 .Household appliances 12,200 32.0 23,402 32,509
364 Lighting and wiring ' < . 3,500 9.2 35.288 .28,735
365 . Radio, TV and phonograph :- 4A00 11.5 31,636 , 31,506
366 Communications transmitters and equipment 4,500 11.8 (D) 30,818

,
367 Electronic components 2,700 TA 15,852 24,791
369 Miscellaneous: batteries, circuit bbardll,

wiring devices 2,700 - 7.1 20,444 32,352
36 Total Electrical and Electronic '' 38.100 -100.0 25,039 29,230'

(DI Data for these sectors was undisclosed in the 1977.Census of Manufactures. Employment figures for this* two sectors were estimated from the
Tennessee Directory of Manufactures, 1978.

Taken from Survey of Business
sou.c.: 1977 Censuses of ManUfactures. The .University of Tennessee

Summer,. 1983, Val ,19, No. 1
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December 1982 the GovernorAs',Job Skills Task Fore

released :a report entitled -Meeting Future Job Skills'

Requirements in ,Tenneswe, The report identified the

following areas as ones which will be required in Tennessee

1990:

1. Engineering, electronic, automation. specialists, mechanical
technical training

2. Computer programmers, technicians, systems analysts, machine
control specialists

3. Computer 'literacy and computer logictraining
4. Data processing, typing skills and terminal manipulation

skills
5. Computer assisted design and drafting training
6. Improved oral And written communication skills.
7. Improved reading comprehension
8. Imptoved:math, quantitative and science skills, and problem

solving skills
9. Interpersonal skills such as listening, critiquing, -meeting,

tolerating, and managing employees
10. Business economics and decision making knowledge
11. Electronic skills
12. High quality technically trained educators and educators

with business experience
13. Technical training in health related occupations
14. Multi-skilled craftsmen and meohani
15. Financial managers
16. Transportation :system knowledge
17. Small business management skills
18. Basic electronics keyed toward understanding mechanic of

automated equipment
19. Electronic and computer. maintenance

SOURCE: Jobs Skills Task Force Regional Meetings held in
Knoxville, Nashville, and Memphis, Tennessee, July, 1982.

NOTE: Not listed in order of importance.

4
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The state's Office of Employment Security projects a

21% increaS in the number of openings for individuals with

. advanced degrees in chemistry, 19.% for electricil engineers,

23% for 'social scientists, and 19% for managers ,and

personnel experts, as well as a growth of 37% for ,financial

Analysts. .

The potential growth and 'employment in the energy

industry iS well illustrated by the projected increase of

energy consumption in the state which will average 100%

increase over the 1980 consumption by,1989. The state's

vigorous efforts through its Departmedi of Economic and

Community Development may provide new employment,

opportunities for aspiring minorities and. 'females in

addition to this expected growth. Even a conservative.

estimate of 0.5% increase in the size of the labor force

within Tennessee from 1980 to 1990 may generate up to 1000

new jobs. With adequate preparation, minority students. may
1

be able to take advantage of such employment opportunties.

The U.S. Department of Energy recognized the need o »

foster and enhance tilt& careers of minorities and females in

1

the energy-industry through a contract provided the Energy

Education Institute of TSU to plan and develop such learning

opportunities through -the University's graduate and

undergraduate programs. During Phase I of this project, we

found that minorities and females experience, difficulty in

career mobility and employment in the energy industry

because they lack the advanced skills in deiand by

132
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prospective employers. Graduate fellowships would provide

the means necessary for these students to pursue the

advanced studies to prepare for these careers. Internships

would permit the hands-on experience.so valuable in career

preparatio

Organization and A inistration

The Energy Education Institute will promote .the. value

of preparing for energy-related careers through the various

schools and in cooperation with the various coordinators of

vhe graduate programs on campus. The Institute will aim to

identify highly motivated minorities and females 'and to

develop their interest in business or professional careers

in the energy industry. ,The_Institute, through its other

outreach activities, will make a special' effort to assist,

the different graduate programs in recruiting minorities and

women to the graduate programs in the social sciences,

engineering, and business, but will not become involved in

the admission process. Typically, after admission to the

graduate school and the departmental program, the student

would apply for a fellowship for the graduate studies. The

director of the Energy Education Institute would advise the

student, in addition to the regular academic advisor, to

help the student prepare for practicums or internship

experiences with energy-related companies or agencies, as

well as for job applications and interviews. The director

13 3
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of the Institute will maintain the working relations already

established with companies 'in the University's Cluster

program and those that have become involved with TSU in

connection with the various activities
\
of the Energy

Education Institute to provide the internships and practicum

experiences.

_

Each student will pursue a prescribed.course of study

and will
comply

with the department's 'and the gchool's

requirements for graduation. The 4irector of the Institute,

in conjunction wit( the departmental advisor, will direct--

the student to thoie elective courses most likely to be

instrumental for employient in the energy industry. For

example,a,student that is.working on an MBA will be advised

to take a course on government regulation which is usually

part of the MPA program. A student in chemistry will be

encouraged to lake a course in industrial decision making in

engineering or a course in marketing or accounting. in the
s

School of Business. In addition, students awarded

fellowships would become involved in the various projects of

the Energy Education Institute to obtain first' hand

knowledge about selected aspects of energy production,

utilization, and regulation. .These activities will enrich

the student's program of studies with courses that are

relevant to the business, engineering, and government

regulativh aspects of energy. enterprises. Internship¢ will

make these mi ority and female graduates more, attrac ive to

prospective e loyers in the energy industry.
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ENERGY EDUCATION CONSORTIUM

A POSITION PAPER

APPENDIX VII

During Phase I of, the Cooperative Developmental Energy

Project at Tennessee State University, the Steering

Committee suggested that the Energy Education Institute

study the possibility of facilitating the formation.of a

consortium of energy-related utilities within the state of

\rennessee to offer combined training opportunities, which

might also serve as learning experiences for the minority

and female students involved in the other projects with the

Energy Education Institute. In order to explore the

feasibility of such a consortium and to share ideas for how

such a plan could work, a preliminary planning luncheon

meeting was held on July 17, 1984. Representatives from

electric, gas, and oil Rtilities were invited to participate

in the discussiow of training in their,own operations and

how this might be improved by offering -joint training

opportunities. 1'. In attendance attiat meeting were: J. H,

Wenberg of Nashville Gas, Tom Bell of Nashville Electric

Service, Bean Martin and Joe Caudle of United Cities Gas,

Joyce Blackmon and Tarbara Bailey of Memphis Light, Gas, and

ater, Allan Rails of the Tennessee Gas Association, Ed

OliverO of Electric, W. R. Holland of

Cookeville Electric, Larry Kirk of Murfreesboro Electric, A.

Halachm Director of the. Energy Education Institute, Ed

Culliiin of Tennessee State University, and John Crothers,
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Vice President at Tennessee State University and Director of

the Tennessee"-s- High Technology Development Project. This

position paper summarizes the discussions of that meeting.

The training activities of companies and other

energy-related organizations in the energy indtistry are

influenced by 'the type of ownersh0 (i.e. private, public,

cooperative, or any combination); the product (i,e.

electricity, gas, oil, coal, solar, etc.) or the relative

market function (i.e. generation 'distribution,

service). Regardless of ownership type, product

characteristics, marketing function, or company size, most

of the organizations provide their employees with some

extent of.training. Training activities may vary greatly in
46

proportion to the size of the staff.. A large company,,, with

thousands of employees may staff an entire training division

with as many as forty trainers, while a smaA company with

only 1 15 employees may rely mostly on on,the-job

experienc s and offer little formal training. In all cases,

htwever, there is some training that is similar to the

training offered by other organizations in the field:

The titaining activities involving efforts to develop
4

and improve the .administrative, supervisory, and

interpersonal skills and to facilitate the personal and

professional growth of employees is the most often

'duplicated. Much of this training is done in-house, either

by 'company employees'orby.outside instructors. It .has been

obServed 'that,. in addition to the expected training
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benefits, in-house training jopportunities -facilitaftand

contribute to the development of group spirit and thus to

the overall moral'of employees.

4
In-house training has some drawbacks, however. First,

A

it may encourage tunnel vision, helpink to mold employees to

follow the same pattern of thinking.. 'This corporate

mentality can be very useful under positile-conditions, but

it also can have serious disadvantages in negative

situations. A unified pattern of thinking may interfere

with the organization's ability to rapidly identify

necessary changes which need to be made iii- the Internalfor

external environments of .the organization for tmportant

strategic planning.. Second, in-house training may be

perceived by me employees :As just another work-related1p

activity. These employees may not view in-house training as

a reward for performance or' a recognition of paiktial,

which. could be. the case with external training vexperiences.

Third, in order to run cost-effective training programs, an

entire group of-10, or 15 employees might be needed for each

.
course. Many organizations may not be/ in a position to

remove so many em loyees at the same time from the job.. Or

they may not have e ough employees ready for .a .,particular

course, such .as supervisory training. Rather than wait

months, or even years, for such a course to be. available

within the company, the employees could be sent to another

company, or to # course offered in conjundtion with one of

the higher education institutions in the state. The

137'
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personnel could'receive Ole, training needed at the time it

would be most beneficial to the company, without the expense

- of the company running its own course. 'Fqr these reasons,

it make senseuto explore the possibility of developing some

kind of cooperation' among interested organizations who want
A A

to ,maintain the advantages of some in-house training, while

eliminating its -disadvantages by offering some .courses

'through a consortium effort. -)7
, 1 /

i At consortium of energy-related .organizitio s could
.

1

share information. about the training activities they have

flready planned within each organization. They can

.ftmedAtrkbute to otht s in the consortium listings, of these

programs, to which others would be invited to attend at

cost. Together, these organizationsu4ld also plan.joint*

Tivities to fill training needs_ in 'area( s of common,
4 .,

interest which have previously, been 'unfilled,, such as
.

,
,,,,,,,,

. special accountiiq procedures for utilities; oft" needed

for" new ac ounting employees. -.ConsortiuM participants might.

,

r
41,

send on4 o two - employees to par iparticipate n -4.-tratiling
0-

4.

.

-
activity offered by another organization, without having to

fill a class of.10 or .15 by themselves.' Joint efforts might,\

feature the sharing of renown outside consultants,

previously impossible for any one organization 'to provide

solely for its employees. .Wolking with the Energy Education

.qnstitute at , Tenne,

'

ee State ,AIniver.sity, would put

Itparticipants in con act with the entire state network of

colleges and universities. These gducational institutions

138
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or other training facilities could be contracted to provide

a custom-tailored program to meet the sOcial needs of a

grail') within the consortium.. Employees of the participating

organizations could also assist other companies with their

in-house training; at a cost much lower than the going rate

for outside trainers. Companies could share curriculum,

materials, and facilities for hands-on,training experiences.
. o

Such a training consortium",could help energy-related

organizations make much more efficient use of the resources

earmarked for training. It might also provide them with an

opportunity to contribute to positive feelingsAnd enhance

the sense of professionalism among the employees, providing

them the opportunity to meet other professionals.

Organizations that are not large enough to develop their own

iri-house training programs would have an opportunity to

offer such programs to their employees, capitalizing on and

benefiting from these of efforts The resources and

experiences of other organizations within the industry would

be tshared, with those who could not otherwise provide such

trye6Lg, 'benefiting both the state's economy and the

industry,

The Energy Education Institute. of Tennessee State

University would help facilitate the development of such a

consortium by serving as host until other arrangements are

made. A task force of representatives from various'

energy-related organizations would be formed to direct the

actttivites for `the, cbnsortim. Several participants In the
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. July 17th meeting agreed to serve on such a task force.

They also agreed that the first activity should be to

.distribute this position.paper to
/'all

the ener y

companies in.'the state. In adlition, ompan s would be

asked to respond to a request to send infprmation about

local training activities ,planned between September and

December of 1984. Such a response would signify that a

company is interested in joining the consortium, , This

infqrmation will then be compiled into a newsletter and

distributed to all the companiej. Later, the consortium

task force would determine what additional consortium

courses could be offered to fill other training needs. In

exchange for its role as facilitato.r, the Energy Education

Institute would select one or two qualified TSU students to

participate in these training programs, helping them to

become better prepared for 40ternships, summer work

programs, and future employment with energy-related

organizations.

6
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CENTER FOR ENERGY EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT

.. .

S

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

FOR A PROJECT

TO PLAN, DEVELOP AND OPERATE

A TEST FACILITY

FOR ENERGY-RELATED PRODUCTS

DR. JACK A. THOMAS

PROJECT DIRECTOR
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PROPOSAL:

PROJECT FOR THE PLANNING AND

OPERATION OF A TESTING FACILITY

FOR ENERGY-RELATED PRODUCTS

A CONCEPT PAPER

To plan, design, "build", market and operate a standardized- testing
facility to examine and test energy-management producti for
manufacturers, purchasers, organizations and governmental agencies.

esTIMATED COST: The cost for the two-year project has been estimated to be:
First Year $469,105

Second Year -- $810,010.

()

BASIS OF NEED: There are over 250 firms that manufacture and/or assemble energy
saving equipment suitable for residential, light commercial,
governmental and institutional uses. Products sold by these
manufacturers are engineered, Installed and/or serviced by

approY mately 41,000 dealers across 'the nation. Most products sold
by these dealers have been tested "In-house" by the 'respective
manufacturer while a limited number have been examined and tested

IsAtir.....,by "outside" groups s Bennett Laboratories, Inc. of Tacoma,
Washington, Purdue U versify, the National Gas Association and
Harold B. Eason Engineering of Decatur, Georgia.

Such testing is expensive, often lacks a degree of uniformity and may

require months or years to schedule in the limited number of testing
facilities. While some manufacturers have contemplated building
their own test facilities to surmount these problems, others have
determined that they cannot afford large cash outlays for such "non-
productive" capabilities.

4 Hence, there appears to be a need for a "state of the art" acility to
. standardize the testing of energy management equi ent and
systems lor residential and light commercial, governmental a d
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APPROACH:

institutional uses. Such a facility would facilitate the creation of a

common standa/l for testing and reporting for the energy

management industry. Also, the establishment of such a facility,

which will be affiliated with the University, will provide easy access

to small and minority businesses that are trying to enter the market

with new products but cannot afford to develop their own testing
facility.

Since approximately 36 gercent of the nation's commercial buildings

are in the "South, it would appear that Nashville would be a
convenient marketing center for such a service.

. t
Pre minary research indicates that there is a. limited number,
perha s only two or three; dedicated, instlimented test "houses"
where manufacturers and others freinn, the private sector may take

their ene management equipment 'and systems for testing In a

control standardized environment.
f

CI

The development of the project will be included as a major 'activity

of the Center for Energy Education and Development at Tennes

State University. In consultation with the- U. S. Department o
Energy,. the Oak Ridge National Labdratories and the Tennessee

Valley Authority, the project director will develop detailed proposals

to secure funding for the fifst two b) years of the project. It is
expected that after a two (2) year incubation period, the project will

make the transition to financial self-sufficiency as a not-for-profit

organization operating In the private sector. Such an organization

will, however, maintain close, functional ties to the'University.

The project director will hold a faculty appointment in the Scho-ol of

BuSiness and will .Teoordinaie and supervise the involvement and
contributions of faculty and students from the School of Business and

the School of Engineering. The terms of the dedicated appointment

will be negotiated and handled by the School of Business pending the

approval of the grant proposal(s) for financing the project.
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For reporting purposes And accouritatility, the project will , be

administratively housed in the Cenfer for Energy Education and

Development. However, it is recommended that Its slay-to-day

operation be included as an Integral part of the TSU -TVA Small
Business Incubation Center. During the third year, it will make the

transition into the not-for-profit corporation. The not-for-profit
korporation will remain affiliated with the University through the

Center for Energy Education and Development in order to facilitate

further sesearch, development and training, for minority faculty arid
students.

The project director will develop a comprehensive proposal within

thirty (30) days after the University is informed by DOE about the
approval, in principle, of this concept paper for possible funding. The

project cost for the. first two (2) years, until the operation moves Into

the self-suffLcient phase is estimated at-$1,279,115.

4. .0,
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RESEARCH COMPONENTS

ASSOCIATED WITH

THE PROPOSED ENERGY TEST FACILITY

GRANT PROPOSAL

ti
The following publishable research components are contemplated as resulting from
the proposed energy equipment and systems test facility grant submitted by Tennes-
see State University to the U. S. Department of Energy:

School of Business

Review of the literature relative to the energy test facility concept
and the procedures to be used in operating such a facility.

- Survey of existing test facilities (three installations shall be
visited by a three member project team -- U. S. Bureau of Standards,
National' Association of Home Builders, and the American Gas Associa-
tion).

Survey of manui cturers of energy saving and energy management equip-
ment and systems.

Development of a marketing program using upper -level students major-
ing in Business.

. Delineation bf a business structure applicable to moving the test
facility from the Small Business Incubation Center to the private
sector.

Development of ,a long-range business plan for the test center which
' includes MBO's related to ttle'developmental, demonstration and stand-

alone phases,of the project'

Development of a finantial' plan which moves the test center and
operation from the public to the prOate sector.

Examination of the tax consequences of a stand-alone test facility
and operation as they relate to members of minority_ groups.

- Development of a.quarterly publication to publish the results of the
testing program. IP

Development of a functional accounting and financial reporting system
for the test center and operation.



School of Engineering and Technology
IP

Review of the literature relative to the technlical aspects of exist-
ing test facilities and the technical operating requirements asso-
'ciated with such facilities.

Survey of existing test facilities (three installations shall'be
visited by a three-member project team -- U. S. Bureau of Standards,
National Assoliation of Home Builders, and the American Gas Associa-

Integration of the business requirements into spacial needs for the
test facility using data secured from existing test facilities.

Develop the preliminary architectural specifications for the test
structure.

Develop the preliminary heating'and cooling and air handling speci-
fications forthe test facility.,

r-

41
Develop the preliminary specifications for the 4nstrumentatiqn of
the structure.

Combine the preliminary architectural, heating, cooling, air hand-
ling and instrumentation specifications into an integratedfacility
design.

Review the integrated facility design with officials of the U. S.
Department of Energy, the National Bureau of Standards and repre-
sentatives from the private sector.

Refine the facility design and publish the final specifications.

Develop the technical aspects of bid proposals for: the structure;
heating, cooling and air handling; and instrumentation.

Review bid responses for: the structure; heating, cooling and air
handling; and instrumentation.

Review the contracts for: the structure; heating, cooling and air
handling; and instrumentation.

11,

Develop and implement a quality assurance program for the construc-
tion and equipping of the test facility and render a final report
relative to the acceptability of the completed projector phases
of the project.
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